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ABSTRACT 

         In the rapidly evolving landscape of online content, the prevalence of 

clickbait poses a significant challenge for users seeking reliable and informative 

material. Clickbait, characterized by sensationalized headlines designed to attract 

attention and drive user engagement, has become a pervasive issue in various 

languages and cultural contexts. As digital platforms continue to host a vast array 

of content, the need for robust clickbait detection mechanisms becomes paramount 

to ensure a trustworthy online experience. This study aims to evaluate the 

performance of deep neural networks in clickbait detection for both English and 

Kurdish languages. To address clickbait in Kurdish, we collected 10,000 news 

articles from various Kurdish platforms, complemented by a dataset of 32,000 

English headlines curated by Chakraborty. Utilizing Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM), Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BILSTM), Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN), Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), and a hybrid CNN 

BILSTM model, we evaluated clickbait detection techniques. Findings underscore 

the importance of understanding language-specific traits and cultural norms in 

spotting clickbait across linguistic boundaries. The Bidirectional Long Short-

Term Memory algorithm proved most effective in English, boasting a 99.23% 

accuracy rate, 95.33% precision, 94.33% recall rate, and a 95% F1 score. In 

Kurdish, the Gated Recurrent Unit algorithm excelled with a 93.93% accuracy 

rate, 93.13% precision, 95.17% recall rate, and a 94.13% F1 score. This study 

extends the application of recurrent neural network and deep learning methods in 

clickbait detection, showcasing their potential in analyzing textual data with 

nuanced semantic features, contributing valuable insights to the broader field of 

natural language processing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview  

It is no doubt that social media has grown significantly to play major roles in 

people’s social, economic, religious and political spheres. Subsequently, both the 

request and exchange of information have in parallel expanded following an increase 

in the number of users registering on social media platforms to satisfy their 

informational needs. Despite the existence of notable and crucial benefits being 

served by social media platforms, societies have also not been spared from the 

dangers of social media. One such danger that has attracted attention in academic 

spheres and the social media fraternity is clicking baits (Elyashar, Bendahan and 

Puzis, 2022) Drawing evidence from (Gosh, 2021) it is highlighted that 

inconveniences caused by click baits are a major concern to reckon with when using 

social media and websites. This is congruent with (Elyashar et al.,2022) observations 

denoting that click baits are always lurking high around almost any social media 

platform and website. This demands stern efforts to devise effective ways to cushion 

users from the adverse effects of click baits and calls for better, modern and 

sophisticated clickbait detection methods. hence, this underscores the importance of 

undertaking this study.  

According to (Bieberich, 2002), clickbait refers to digital content that has been 

generated only for the aim of earning advertising money, sometimes at the expense 

of the content's worth and veracity. (Potthast et al., 2016) defined clickbait as short 

messages that lure readers to click a link. (Elyashar and Bendahan and Puzis, 2022) 

assert that clickbait posts are short, catchy phrases pointing to a longer online article. 

The magnitude of individuals exposed to the dangers and inconveniences of clickbait 

remains relatively high with social media platforms like Facebook registering a total 
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of 2.8 billion users and YouTube with 2.2 billion users in 2022 (Dean, 2022), and 

an unaccountable number of people surfing the internet on various websites and 

social media platforms. For instance, (Dean, 2022) outlines that Facebook estimated 

that 5% of its 2.7 billion monthly active users are fake at any one time. Meanwhile, 

the efforts to prevent click baits are been countered by the lucrative benefits of luring 

users to increase site traffic. The Marketing Brew report uncovered those advertisers 

spent US$115 million on clickbait sites between January 2020 and May 2022, 

enough to buy some of the most expensive real estates in New York City (Barwick, 

2022).  

Given that numerous platforms consider “clicks” to be a measure of network flow, 

the process of click induction, known as “clickbait”, is widely prevalent. Click 

baiting is not aimed at providing high-quality content, but rather uses enticing 

headlines to lure users to click. Consequently, click-baiting tends to make users feel 

fooled or disappointed as poor-quality content is observed after clicking 

(Loewenstein, 1994). Other studies voice their concerns about click baiting citing 

that it poses serious harm to the society and economy through the spreading of fake 

information (Elyashar, Bendahan and Puzis, 2022; Indurthi et al., 2020; Jain et al., 

2021; Kumar et al., 2018). Such has been the case with events observed during the 

COVID-19 pandemic (Moscadelli et al., 2020). (Breznitz, 2013) contends that 

clicking-baiting poses severe adverse effects during a public crisis when people’s 

attention is sincerely required but they have been frustrated by the previous clickbait 

because of “the cry wolf effect” to raise a false alarm. This further compound the 

introduction of various, unique and sophisticated click baits that are hard to detect 

and has been the case among Kurdish social media users. It is to the researcher’s 

attention that there are no existing clickbait detection methods trained to recognize 

the Kurdish language’s semantics and lexicon. Amid such observations, the next 
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section of the study explores study problems linked to existing clickbait detection 

methods and proposes an alternative clickbait detection method that feasibly applies 

in the context of the Kurdish language’s semantics and lexicon. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 Clickbait detection methods in their vast number have always been a subject 

of discussion in academic studies. With issues such as precision (Pujahari and 

Sisodia and Varshney and Vishwakarma, 2021) and accuracy (Jain et al., 2021) 

(Potthast et al., 2016) being raised against many clickbait detection methods, the 

quest to find new and better click bait detection methods is far from over and remains 

of huge value. Some of the existing methods like behavior analysis (Zheng et al., 

2017), and cognitive evidence (Varshney and Vishwakarma, 2021) have succumbed 

to Objectivity problems. As a way of shedding lighter on the clickbait long-standing 

debate, (Elyashar, Bendahan and Puzis, 2022) proposed using training mainstream 

machine learning classifiers in detecting clickbait citing that some of the existing 

approaches were incapable of differentiating between clickbait and legitimate posts. 

Besides, a growing number of studies are pinpointing that a notable number of click 

baits are difficult to detect (Geçkil et al., 2020) (Naeem et al., 2020) (Pujahari and 

Sisodia, 2021). On a similar angle, (Pujahari and Sisodia, 2021) cite that click baits 

like headline cloning is difficult to detect. On a similar line, (Al-Sarem et al., 2021) 

mentioned that clickbait developers are increasingly becoming innovative and 

introducing complex and well-structured content that is difficult to detect. Besides, 

the entire click detection approach itself has been characterized by vital 

controversies. For instance, (Zhou et al., 2022) mentioned that certain existing 

clickbait detection studies regard the clickbait detection approach as a binary 

classification task and suffer from the problem of shallow usage of information that 

makes it easy to bypass them. It is in this regard that this study proposes the 
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application of a deep learning approach and recurrent neural network towards 

clickbait detection.  

Furthermore, a new development in text processing, deep learning-based 

methods, may assist increase the accuracy of clickbait detection algorithms and other 

strategies. In order to assess if a title is clickbait, current clickbait detection 

technologies need a vast amount of data. There are a variety of strategies for 

predicting the future based on the headlines of linked web pages. According to this, 

to determine whether or not the headline in question qualifies as "clickbait," one 

needs to look at what is being referred to in that headline (Setlur, 2018). If one of 

these ways works, it means a system must look at every single link connected to 

every single relevant headline on a site to determine whether or not it is clickbait. 

Additionally, if this technique were to be implemented, it would need a substantial 

amount of computational power. Consequently, the approaches' real-world 

applications are severely limited. A further problem is the ability of clickbait 

detection to adapt. Because of the subjective nature of clickbait, users may perceive 

the same title from a different perspective. As a result, a title might be categorized 

as either clickbait or a legitimate headline by different users (Zaremba et al., 2015). 

To improve their predictions over time, clickbait detection algorithms should be able 

to learn from user comments and alter their predictions appropriately. Text 

manipulation techniques, including machine learning, are also examined. Facebook, 

Google, and Microsoft are just a few of the companies searching for new methods 

of detecting fake material. Kurdish and other languages with fewer resources have 

been overlooked because of their availability as studies confine their analysis to the 

English language (Al-Sarem et al., 2021) (Jain et al., 2021) (Naeem et al., 2020) 

(Pujahari and Sisodia, 2021) (Varshney and Vishwakarma, 2021). 
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1.3 The Aim of This Thesis 

The aim of this thesis is to develop an efficient and accurate clickbait 

detection system using deep learning algorithms. Clickbait refers to content that 

utilizes sensationalized or misleading headlines to attract users' attention and entice 

them to click on a link, often leading to low-quality or irrelevant content. The 

primary focus of this thesis is to create a robust clickbait detection model that can 

identify and distinguish clickbait from legitimate content across various online 

platforms, such as social media, news articles, and blog posts. As such, the study 

seeks to answer the following question; 

1) How do cultural nuances, linguistic patterns, or language-specific 

characteristics impact the effectiveness of clickbait detection algorithms? 

2) How does the performance of LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU, and the hybrid 

CNN BILSTM deep learning techniques compare in clickbait detection for 

both English and Kurdish languages? 

1.4 Thesis Objective 

The main objective of the study is to design a model that can automatically 

differentiate between clickbait and legitimate content with high accuracy and 

efficiency. The study’s secondary objectives are listed as follows: 

1) Conduct a comprehensive review of clickbait detection methods, focusing on 

deep learning algorithms, in both English and Kurdish languages. 

2) Identify cultural nuances, linguistic patterns or language-specific 

characteristics that impact the effectiveness of clickbait detection algorithms 

in English and Kurdish languages. 
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3) Develop and implement LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU CNN-BILSTM, and 

hybrid CNN BILSTM models for clickbait detection in English and Kurdish 

languages. 

4) Identify the most effective approach for clickbait detection in English and 

Kurdish languages in term of accuracy. 

1.5 Scope of The Thesis 

 The study confines its examinations to 5,000 Real Kurdish news data 

collected from XENDAN, K24, RUDAW and other Kurdish news platforms. This 

also includes 16,001 non-clickbait and 15,999 clickbait English headlines retrieved 

from headlines comprising among others Wikinews, the New York Times, the 

Guardian, The Hindu, BuzzFeed, Upworthy, "ViralNova," "Thatscoop," 

"ScoopWhoop," and "ViralStories" headlines and a curated data set by 

(Chakraborty, Paranjape and Kakarla, 2016). Consequently, the study further 

restricts the examination of the 32 000 headlines to studying how linguistic analysis-

trained LSTM, BILSTM, CNN and CNN LSTM rank in terms of accuracy and 

precision when used to detect click baits based on word embedding and gathered 

corpus of news headlines and contents. 

1.6 Thesis Layout 

The study ideas are structured into five chapters as follows: 

Chapter 1: Pinpoints an overall picture of social media developments and the 

related inconveniences and dangers, notably, click baits. Additionally, the same 

chapter also provides insights into problems related to existing clickbait detection 

methods (study problems) and how they demand contemporary studies such as this 

one in developing new and effective clickbait detection methods that can cushion 

users, notably English and Kurdish users from click baits.  
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Chapter 2: Reviews related theoretical and empirical studies with the aim of 

identifying empirical gaps and devising effective ways of developing the desired 

clickbait detection method.  

Chapter 3: Deals with the methodology of the study is structured.  

Chapter 4: Is dedicated to the presentation of the empirical results.  

Chapter 5: Concludes the study by inferring conclusions and recommending       

suggestions as per study findings and with the goals of furthering future studies. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction  

Given the severity of research issues and empirical gaps linked to the detection 

of clickbait, especially strategies involving deep learning and neural network 

approaches, this chapter of the study applies related theoretical and empirical ideas 

intending to uncover and fill empirical gaps. Consequently, matters involving the 

concept of clickbait, clickbait structures and forms, the role of clickbait’s cognitive 

mechanisms in clickbait detection, a deep learning approach to clickbait detection, 

a recurrent neural networks approach and related studies on clickbait detection 

(clickbait detection in English language and clickbait detection in other languages), 

are addressed in this chapter. 

2.2 Clickbait 

Given the nature and implications of clickbait, drawing further studies 

towards enhancing its understanding paves the way for numerous activities, methods 

and tools related to its solutions. To commence with the meaning of clickbait, Genç, 

2021) defines clickbait as teaser messages or headlines that utilize complex or 

intriguing patterns or phrases designed to lure readers to specific content. Hence, in 

their deceptive nature, clickbait is presumed as having an ulterior motive of 

increasing social media users' or readers’ click rates (Genç, 2021). However, the 

severity of clickbait implications is influenced by the type of clickbait strategy that 

often exists in the form of wrong, ambiguous, bait-and-switch, graphic clickbait, 

inflammatory, teasing, formatting and exaggeration (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis and 

Blackmer, 2016). The diversity of clickbait strategies broadens when (Pujahari and 

Sisodia’s, 2021) established varieties involving Uniform Resource Locators (URL) 

redirection, headline cloning, and incomplete headlines are integrated into the 

discussion. By definition, URL redirection clickbait headlines redirect users to an 
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unrelated website to increase its click rate (Pujahari and Sisodia, 2021). (Pujahari 

and Sisodia, 2021) also distinguished between headline cloning, and incomplete 

headlines citing that the former refers to using a headline for various contents 

without reflecting the content while the latter is intentionally left incomplete to 

increase user’s curiosity. 

Nonetheless, the misleading nature of clickbait places a huge demand for 

contemporary examination to further explore not only their detection but also their 

implications. Highlighting the problems associated with clickbait, (Shu et al., 2017) 

underscored that clickbait tends to increase the spreading of misinformation. This is 

because enticing users with exaggerated claims or fake news can boost inaccurate 

information’s reach and possibly create confusion and influence public opinion. In 

the context of Tabloid journalism, (Chen, Conroy and Rubin, 2015) opine that 

clickbait causes a deterioration of journalism standards. This problem increases in 

intensity when media houses focus on prioritizing clicks and advertising revenue 

generating at the expense of ethical and responsible journalism (Rolnik et al., 2019). 

However, problems such as wasted attention and time are also prominent in any 

context. For instance, (Munder, 2020) argued that grabbing attention and generating 

clicks is the sole intention of clickbait and offers dubious value as they pay no 

attention to the value users will derive from spending time on the clickbait. In certain 

instances, (Hassoun et al.’s, 2023) information sensibility examination of 

individuals born between the mid-1990s and the early 2010s (Gen Z), Hassoun 

outlines that users are often frustrated when they are forced to sift through several 

details and fail to find engaging content. Concerns such as credibility and distrust 

issues have also been raised in prior studies. In support of such arguments, (Li et al., 

2022) opines that continuous clickbait exposure undermines readers’ trust. Users 

tend to develop a skeptical approach to information, especially when they have been 
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repeatedly exposed to clickbait. In a related incidence, (Zannettou et al., 2019) 

directed the shallow nature of propagated information that spreads faster citing that 

such clickbait lacks substantive or meaningful details. Consequently, in most cases, 

clickbait offers little or no value to users. As a result, the overall quality of 

information online declines due to the high prevalence of clickbait. Such issues tend 

to gain huge credence when deceptive or misleading practices are involved. To 

reinforce this notion, (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis and Blackmer, 2016) highlighted that 

clickbait utilizes misleading or exaggerated headlines to lure users to visit a 

particular information site. Given these above-highlighted clickbait issues, the 

importance of detecting clickbait is justified and gains significant credence when 

other vital aspects are incorporated into the discussion. Nonetheless, this revolves 

around a proper examination and understanding of clickbait structures. In that 

regard, the next section of the study examines the existing clickbait structures.  

2.2.1 Clickbait Structures  

Clickbait has recognizable structures that separate them from non-clickbait 

headlines or statements. to begin with (Su’s, 2020) establishments, clickbait 

headlines or statements can easily be detected because they use text-related methods. 

As a result, this often sparks concern regarding the credibility of such headlines or 

statements. In support of this notion, (Hardalov et al., 2016) disclosed that certain 

credibility features can be used in differentiating between credible information and 

clickbait. Furthermore, their findings uncovered that clickbait often contains several 

exclamation marks, upper cases and words like nobody, no and not. As a result, their 

findings direct attention to the importance of raising clickbait awareness and how 

non-technical means can be integrated with technical or systematic clickbait 

detection methods.   
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Nonetheless, the design of effective clickbait detection methods relies 

significantly on understanding the existing vital clickbait properties. Along similar 

lines, by applying a Stanford CoreNLP method, (Chakraborty et al.’s, 2016) 

examination revealed that syntactic and semantic nuances are the key linguistic 

features essential for differentiating clickbait from non-clickbait at both word group 

level, word level and sentence level. Furthermore, they suggested that such 

comparative examination uncovers vital distinguishing clickbait distinguishing 

information when clickbait and non-clickbait are distinguished according to the 

length of the syntactic dependencies, the length of the words, and the length of the 

headlines (Chakraborty et al., 2016). (Genç’s, 2021) further reinforcement of this 

notion shows that non-clickbait sentences often include words such as a person 

omitting the function words and words pointing to a particular location. On the 

contrary, clickbait sentences often comprise function words like content words, 

question words, qualifiers, models, auxiliary verbs, pronouns, prepositions, 

conjunctions and determiners. Further, information derived from (Genç’s, 2021) 

shows that shorter function words are a common feature among several clickbait 

sentences causing their sentences to have a shorter average word length. Another 

distinction between clickbait and a non-clickbait is available in (Chkraborty et al.’s, 

2016) denoting that clickbait has longer syntactic dependencies. As a result, clickbait 

sentences have a longer distance between dependent words and the governing words. 

Additionally, (Zhou et al., 2020) noted that clickbait headlines contain both function 

and content words. (Genç, 2021) was also in support of (Ngan’s, 2020) insinuation 

of clickbait and non-clickbait headlines and contended that clickbait has numerous 

complex phrasal sentences.  

Following (Chakraborty et al., 2016)’s investigations that use word n-grams 

and part of speech tags to examine clickbait and non-clickbait headlines’ patterns, 
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65% of the clickbait were discovered to have n-grams like “see what happened”. On 

the other hand, 19% of the non-clickbait data was observed as having n-grams. 

Nonetheless, their speech tags investigations showed that non-clickbait headlines 

often contain pronouns while clickbait contained numerous adverbs and determiners 

(Chakraborty et al., 2016). Chakraborty and others also discovered that clickbait 

sentences tend to use possessive and personal pronouns. (Potthast et al.’s, 2016) 

clickbait detection examination of web page-related tweets shows that mean word 

length, number of dots, image tags, mentions (@), hashtags (#), word n-grams and 

n-grams are essential features for distinguishing between clickbait and non-clickbait. 

Such insights are in support of (Chakraborty et al.’s, 2016) establishments denoting 

that mean word length and n-grams are applicable when comparing clickbait and 

non-clickbait with the former having more n-grams than the latter. As a result, these 

examinations show that numerous linguistic elements can be applied to detect 

clickbait. In as much as their findings are instrumental, the demand for innovative 

technological systems and tools like deep learning capable of effectively detecting 

clickbait sentences is always high. Hence, efforts to satisfy such inquiries in the 

context of this study will incorporate the application of deep learning and RNN 

methods. 

2.2.2 Types of Clickbait 

Apart from clickbait that shows information in an exaggerated manner and 

those with headlines that do not show the main content, other several types of 

clickbait exist. Drawing from (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis, and Blackmer’s, 2016) 

study, eight forms of clickbait existing in the form of wrong, ambiguous, bait-and-

switch, graphic clickbait, inflammatory, teasing formatting and exaggeration 

strategies were identified. In another study, URL redirection, headline cloning and 
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incomplete headlines were listed as the variants of clickbait headlines (Pujahari and 

Sisodia, 2021).  

Following these, the importance of incorporating ideas on various forms of 

clickbait is of huge importance. However, such has not been covered in academic 

studies as ideas are confined to mere clickbait detection (Genç, 2021) (Indurthi and 

Oota, 2017) (Razaque et al., 2022) (Zhou, 2017). Hence, the current study adds to 

the existing body of knowledge by providing insights into the possible benefits of 

examining the available forms of clickbait. In that regard, one of the notable benefits 

of examining the available forms of clickbait is effective detection. This is because 

having such understanding allows developers and researchers to develop highly 

effective and significantly accurate detection algorithms. This can aid in alleviating 

problems associated with the unnecessary and invaluable grabbing of users’ 

attention and the manipulation of their curiosity. Furthermore, it becomes highly 

feasible to precisely identify and flag clickbait. Therefore, understanding the various 

forms of employed clickbait strategies as well as their features is essential for 

effective and accurate clickbait detection model development. 

Though not yet fully incorporated in contemporary examinations, ideas 

concerning how understanding the existing forms of clickbait plays an instrumental 

role in training data creation are nascent. As such, the application of methods such 

as machine learning (Genç, 2021), deep recurrent neural network (Razaque et al., 

2022), self-attentive network (Zhou, 2017) and word embeddings (Indurthi and 

Oota, 2017) in detecting clickbait opens new avenues for designing better and 

effective data training methods. Hence, when achieved, benefits such as the 

development of effective and accurate detection algorithms become highly 

conceivable. In support of this notion, (Zannettou et al. ,2018) stressed the 

importance of having a huge dataset of labelled examples so as to develop reliable 
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clickbait detection models. Moreover, representative and distinct training datasets 

covering numerous clickbait tactics and styles can easily be curated by having a solid 

understanding of existing clickbait forms. As a result, such possibilities aid in 

training detection models so that they can effectively and accurately identify patterns 

and subtle cues linked to various forms of clickbait. 

Extending ideas to establish novel insights that understanding various forms 

of clickbait is vital and contributes to the development of feature engineering 

activities and programs are highly inevitable. This is because the development of 

effective machine learning models capable of dealing with clickbait issues is 

influenced by feature engineering development activities. In alignment with this 

proposition (Coddington, 2019) contends that vital characteristics capturing 

identifying clickbait content or headline features are influenced by the availability 

of information and understanding of various forms of clickbait. For example, some 

clickbait significantly depends on enticing questions, exaggerated claims or 

sensational language. Hence, an understanding of these characteristics aids 

developers in developing highly effective and accurate detection models.  

One of the paramount reasons why this study incorporates ideas on types of 

clickbait in clickbait detection follows attempts to develop effective and accurate 

countermeasures as has been sought by other previous studies (Genç, 2021) (Indurthi 

and Oota, 2017) (Razaque et al., 2022) (Zhou, 2017). Therefore, the demand and 

execution of studies such as this current study serve to inform developers on how 

best they can structure the development of robust strategies and countermeasures to 

deal with clickbait. By understanding the underlying techniques and motivations 

behind clickbait, researchers can devise approaches to mitigate its impacts, such as 

designing algorithms to identify and demote clickbait content in search results or 

social media feeds. 
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Ideas about educating users and raising awareness about clickbait are hard to 

ignore in this context. Following the establishment of problems such as the provision 

of dubious value (Munder, 2020), generating at the expense of ethical and 

responsible journalism (Rolnik et al., 2019), deterioration of journalism standards 

(Chen, Conroy and Rubin, 2015) and the spreading of misinformation (Shu et al., 

2017), the importance of educating users and raising awareness about clickbait is 

highly vital. This is because educating users and raising awareness enhances users’ 

discernment abilities to identify and avoid clickbait, which helps them avoid 

becoming clickbait victims. In other words, educating users and raising awareness 

about clickbait helps in ensuring that the online community remains highly 

responsible and more informed about accessing online information, especially that 

involving clickbait. Despite these ideas being instrumental in clickbait detection, 

management and eradication, further examinations are required to explore their 

cognitive mechanisms. Of paramount importance is the notion that the development 

of effective and highly accurate clickbait detection models revolves around a proper 

examination and understanding of clickbait’s cognitive mechanisms. Such has not 

been the case with several prior studies (Genç, 2021) (Indurthi and Oota, 2017) 

(Razaque et al., 2022) (Zhou, 2017). Hence, the incorporation of such ideas adds to 

the current study’s originality. In that regard, the next section of the study examines 

the existing clickbait’s cognitive mechanisms. 

2.3 The Role of Clickbait Cognitive Mechanisms and Interest in Clickbait 

Detection 

            The amalgamation of cognitive mechanisms and clickbait detection is a 

critical facet in the realm of computer science, where prevailing studies 

predominantly focus on scientific methodologies like machine learning (Genç, 

2021), deep recurrent neural networks (Razaque et al., 2022), self-attentive networks 
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(Zhou, 2017), and word embeddings (Indurthi and Oota, 2017). Unfortunately, the 

role of cognitive mechanisms often takes a backseat in these discussions, leading to 

a notable gap in understanding. The current study aims to rectify this omission by 

shedding light on the pivotal role that cognitive mechanisms play in clickbait 

detection. (Paranjape,2015) underscores that the primary objective of clickbait is to 

capture attention and entice users into clicking on specific headlines. However, the 

cognitive mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are frequently overlooked. This 

study addresses this gap by delving into the cognitive intricacies involved in 

clickbait strategies. Foremost among these cognitive mechanisms is the exploitation 

of curiosity. Clickbait strategically presents incomplete statements or questions, 

leveraging the inherent human trait of curiosity. By promising a revelation or 

answers to a specific situation, clickbait capitalizes on users' curiosity, compelling 

them to click on the content. Sensationalism is another facet linked to cognitive 

mechanisms in clickbait. (Chen, Conroy, and Rubin, 2015) argue that clickbait 

content is often sensationalized or exaggerated to enhance its appeal. This taps into 

users' emotions, using provocative statements, shocking images, and dramatic 

language to lure them into clicking on the content. 

The Fear of Missing Out (FOMO) also plays a significant role, despite receiving 

limited academic attention (Prentice, 2022). Clickbait often employs FOMO by 

creating a sense of urgency or exclusivity, making users believe that accessing the 

provided links is crucial to staying informed or not missing out on exciting 

opportunities. Emotional triggers are integral to clickbait detection, as clickbait is 

designed to elicit specific emotional responses such as curiosity, amusement, 

surprise, and anger. These emotions capture users' attention and drive them to click 

on the content to satisfy or understand their emotional reactions. 
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Personal relevance is not to be underestimated in the cognitive mechanism and 

clickbait detection discourse. Clickbait headlines are tailored to resonate with users' 

personal experiences or interests, creating a sense of connection and relevance that 

enhances engagement. Ambiguity, characterized by vague statements and 

ambiguous language, is a major force in clickbait strategies. By excluding vital 

details or using click-inducing phrases, clickbait compels users to access headlines 

to uncover the full story. This exploration of cognitive mechanisms in clickbait 

detection is a novel contribution to the field, filling empirical voids and enhancing 

the design of accurate clickbait detection models. To further enrich the study's 

contributions, the next section delves into the role of curiosity in clickbait strategy. 

Interest, as an instrumental element of curiosity, plays a crucial role in clickbait 

strategy, connecting users' interests with the mechanisms employed by clickbait 

creators. Drawing from prior research (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis, and Blackmer, 

2016) (Genç, 2021) (Thiel, 2018), it becomes evident that clickbait aims to captivate 

users by aligning with their interests. Clickbait creators enhance the appeal of their 

content by learning about users' preferred subjects, trends, or types of information, 

creating a connection between users' interests and clickbait strategies. 

 

Interest intersects with clickbait strategy in various ways, as highlighted by (Thiel 

,2018): 

• Targeting specific interests: Clickbait developers analyze popular trends, 

topics, and keywords to align their content with subjects likely to attract 

attention, such as sensational events, viral stories, controversial issues, or 

celebrity news. 

• Personalization: Clickbait strategies often involve personalizing content 

based on individual users' interests and preferences, achieved through targeted 

advertising or personalized recommendations. 
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• Emotional appeal: Clickbait leverages strong emotions like curiosity, 

surprise, fear, or excitement by tapping into users' emotional interests, crafting 

headlines that trigger psychological responses and prompt clicks. 

• Exploiting niche interests: Clickbait extends beyond broad topics, catering 

to specific interests and communities by identifying subcultures or audiences 

and creating content that resonates with them. 

• Content packaging: Clickbait developers use strategies to package content 

in ways that align with users' interests, employing provocative videos, 

intriguing headlines, or attention-grabbing thumbnails. 

 

By understanding and leveraging users' interests, clickbait creators enhance the 

effectiveness of their strategies, ultimately increasing engagement and click rates. 

This comprehensive examination of curiosity and interest in clickbait strategy 

further contributes to the evolving landscape of clickbait detection studies. 

 

2.3.1 The Role of Curiosity in Clickbait Strategy 

According to (Loewenstein, 1994), curiosity is an instrumental element in art, 

literature, and lifelong development, producing scientific knowledge and gaining 

new knowledge by motivating people to examine the new stimulus and learn more 

about it. Loewenstein further highlights that curiosity is widely utilized for 

commercial purposes just as much as it is used in clickbait to persuade individuals 

to seek and acquire additional knowledge. (Gottlieb et al.’s, 2013) further 

developments in this regard have led to the establishment that curiosity triggers 

individuals to engage in information-seeking behavior is also essential (Gottlieb et 

al., 2013). However, it is imperative that such information-seeking behavior does 

not change the external environment or situations but rather changes individuals’ 
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epistemic state. Therefore, by the same implications, clickbait is in this context 

regarded as stirring users to seek additional information, which causes them to click 

on provided links. Furthermore, it thus becomes apparent in this context as suggested 

by (Gottlieb et al., 2013) that clickbait does not alter individuals’ external 

circumstances or situations but rather alters their epistemic state. Advancing further 

(Gottlieb et al. ,2013) ideologies, information-seeking behavior is presumed to lower 

or eradicate users’ uncertainty by altering their epistemic state. Hence, environment 

features such as surprise, uncertainty, novelty and randomness are intrinsically 

motivated and tend to drive users’ actions to click the provided links. For example, 

an attentional attraction is generated by being intrinsically motivated as a result of 

novelty, which is salient. However, (Gottlieb et al., 2013) contend that informational 

gaps are bound to exist because there is no guarantee that the information to be 

accessed will aid users to learn and this occurs regardless of whether the surprising 

or novel stimuli cause curiosity-relieving behaviors.  

Meanwhile, a clickbait’s deceptive and misleading nature tends to create a 

knowledge gap and the more such discrepancy widens, the more users are enticed to 

click the links. As stated by (Munder, 2020), clickbait entices users by providing 

misleading or exaggerated information of dubious value. Thus, their misleading 

nature triggers an information gap, which triggers or compels users to click certain 

links.  

(Biyani et al., 2016) and (Pujahari and Sisodia ,2020) both found different 

varieties of clickbait. These clickbait categories can be compared based on curiosity 

qualities like ambiguity, surprisingness, complexity and novelty. For instance, 

gruesome names, and frightening or scandalous terms used in graphic clickbait 

might be connected with surprise and novelty to pique readers' interest. Similar to 

this, misleading clickbait that piques curiosity with deceptive information can be 
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compared to surprisingness and novelty. On the other side, the clickbait exaggeration 

tactic may be linked to stimulus surprisingness. Complexity can be seen in the 

structuring of inflammatory clickbait that employs nasty or offensive language or 

clickbait where textual characteristics are changed incorrectly. These headlines may 

appear challenging and complex to grasp because they misuse punctuation rules or 

use unpronounceable or unpleasant language. Since they function by omitting details 

or incorporating ambiguous and perplexing terms, some clickbait types, such as 

teasing, bait-and-switch, ambiguous, and incomplete, can be considered ambiguous. 

It becomes clear that clickbait does not have a single mechanism and encompasses 

the feeling of intrigue in all of its facets when clickbait methods are evaluated in this 

manner from many qualities of curiosity. 

Curiosity-driven behavior can be explained by two hypotheses: complexity 

theories and novelty-based theories. According to (Düzel et al., 2010), novelty-based 

ideas contend that curiosity drives an organism to seek out novel stimuli and that 

learning more about it is satisfying. Rewards-responsive brain regions are 

demonstrated to be sensitive to novel stimuli in several neuroscientific investigations 

(Düzel et al., 2010). Several computer studies have shown that searching for 

originality can also be effective (Düzel et al., 2010) (Tang et al., 2017). All of these 

investigations support novelty-based theories, but they also have certain flaws. For 

instance, despite the notion that the agent's discovery of novel stimuli is 

advantageous to the agent, new stimuli may not always be instructive and helpful. 

They may lead the agent to confusing findings (Dubey and Griffiths, 2020). (Dubey 

and Griffiths, 2020) findings demonstrate that context provided by the likelihood of 

subsequent exposure to a stimulus or task (future occurrences), frequency of prior 

exposure to a stimulus or task (past exposure) and the environment all influence 

curiosity. Low confidence improves the value of information when prior exposure 
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and future occurrences of a task or stimulus are independent (Brändle et al., 2020). 

This relates to novelty-based curiosity. If these findings are viewed in the context of 

clickbait news headlines, for instance, those who are not interested in the information 

might be more interested in the clickbait headlines when there is an event on the 

agenda that they are likely to encounter in the future. On the other hand, if previous 

exposure and future occurrences have a strong relationship, then knowledge with a 

modest degree of certainty is more valuable, which relates to complexity-based 

curiosity (Brändle et al., 2020). If an individual who is very interested in the agenda, 

for instance, sees clickbait news headlines about things he or she has read about 

frequently in the past, he or she will be more interested in clickbait news headlines 

on things she has read about repeatedly in earlier times. Examining all of these 

conversations and findings reveals that curiosity is influenced by a variety of factors, 

including the agent's psychological condition and the qualities of the stimulus. This 

is rather than being determined solely by one factor. As a result, these elements 

should be taken into account when analyzing clickbait news headlines and research 

that can harmonize various ideas should be developed. 

2.4 A Deep Learning Approach to Clickbait Detection 

In the study by (Mekruksavanich, Jitpattanakul, 2021) presented in Figure 2-

1, a deep learning approach is defined as the act of automatically learning 

hierarchical representations of data and using deep neural networks in solving 

complex tasks. Deep Neural networks are another form of an artificial neural 

network comprising several hidden layers stacked together (Shi et al., 2021). As a 

result, deep learning is now widely applied in numerous fields such as speech 

recognition, computer vision and Natural Language Processing (NLP).  
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Fig. 2-1 Framework of Mekruksavanich and Jitpattanakul (2021) 

In order to accurately classify clickbait and non-clickbait headlines or articles, 

a deep learning approach can be used to automatically learn and extract pertinent 

features from textual data. One of the key ways deep learning plays a crucial role in 

detecting clickbait is through feature representation. This follows observations made 

by (Gan, Sun and Sun, 2022) indicating that automatic learning of meaningful 

representations of data is a strength of deep learning algorithms. Furthermore, 

Martins, (Papa and Adeli, 2020) outlined that textual data is the main input for 

clickbait detection, and deep learning models can efficiently extract both low-level 

and high-level features from the text. These algorithms can uncover complex 

patterns and semantic links in the text through several hidden layers, facilitating the 

identification of clickbait-related indicators and traits. 

The other benefit of applying a deep learning approach in clickbait detection 

is end-to-end learning. In support of this notion, Tian, (Chen and Shen, 2019) 

underscored that deep learning models can be taught end-to-end, which enables them 
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to precisely relate desired outputs (such as clickbait or non-clickbait labels) to the 

intended inputs (such as textual headlines). Hence, once applied, the need for licit 

rule-based systems or manual feature engineering is eliminated. Therefore, a deep 

learning model will automatically learn to extract essential features and accurately 

predict the intended outcomes, especially when supplied with a large clickbait and 

non-clickbait dataset. This causes the entire clickbait detection process to depend 

less on human-designed features and more efficient. Figure 2-2 Model of (Chen and 

Shen, 2019) visually represents the discussed approach. 

 

Fig. 2-2 Model of Chen and Shen (2019) 

Benefits such as handling complex patterns can also be obtained by applying 

a deep learning approach to detecting clickbait. To draw attention and encourage 

clicks, clickbait headlines frequently use a variety of linguistic strategies, including 

insufficient information, ambiguity or sensationalism (Al-Sarem et al., 2021).  These 

linguistic nuances can be effectively captured by deep learning models as they are 

well-designed to capture intricate dependencies and patterns. In addition, deep 

learning models can more accurately distinguish between clickbait and non-clickbait 

headlines because they can recognize complicated links among phrases and words 

by using the hierarchical representations they acquired in the hidden layers. 
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Scalability and adaptability are also some of the major benefits of applying 

deep learning models in detecting clickbait. In acknowledgement, (Long et al., 2016) 

cited that large-scale datasets can be handled by deep learning models and this makes 

them highly suitable for detecting clickbait. Furthermore, the fact that datasets 

collected from numerous domains can be used in training deep learning models 

entails that such models are well-equipped to generalize and adapt well to unseen 

and new clickbait patterns (Tian, Chen and Shen, 2019). Such an approach is of huge 

importance, especially given the evolving nature of clickbait methods (Pujahari and 

Sisodia, 2021). Therefore, practitioners and researchers can create more reliable and 

effective clickbait detection algorithms that capture the intricate and delicate 

character of clickbait headlines. This is done by utilizing deep learning and will 

increase the success rate of the campaign against clickbait content. 

2.5 A Recurrent Neural Networks Approach to Clickbait Detection  

  An artificial neural network called a recurrent neural network (RNN) is first 

and foremost made to deal with sequential data (Mou, Ghamisi and Zhu, 2017). As 

such, an RNN is mainly ideal for use in activities involving time-series or time-series 

data like handwriting recognition, speech recognition, and natural language 

processing. When compared with traditional feedforward neural networks, which 

process data from input to output in a single pass (Choobi, Haghpanahi and Sedighi, 

2012), RNNs’ architecture includes loops that let them retain and use data from 

earlier time points or stages. Apart from being well-suited for activities where 

sequential and context patterns are vital, RNNs can also capture temporal 

dependencies. Furthermore, RNNs can maintain and update a hidden state whilst 

processing the input sequence step by step as illustrated in Figure 2-3. This is 

because of their recurrent unit, which serves as its vital building block.  
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Fig. 2-3 Unfolded recurrent neural networks (RNN) through time. 

According to (Qin et al., 2017), an output is produced and the hidden state is 

updated every time the recurrent unit uses the current input and combines it with the 

previous hidden state to produce an output and update the hidden state. Thus, the 

memory function of capturing information from prior time stages is performed by 

the hidden state. Consequently, this allows RNNs to recall prior events and utilize 

them to inform forecasts or make predictions. Two RNN variants in the form of a 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network capturing long-range dependencies and 

a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), which simplifies the LSTM architecture exist. They 

are also used in making predictions and dealing with sequential data (Mou, Ghamisi 

and Zhu, 2017). 

Studies documenting the application of RNNs in clickbait detection have been 

on the rise in as much as the computer science field is concerned (Kumar et al., 2018) 

(Razaque et al., 2022) (Siregar, Habibie and Nababan, 2021). As such, various 

approaches to the application of RNNs in such regards have also been applied. 

Consequently, numerous outcomes were conceived and the divergence of outcomes 

can in most cases hinder consensus. Hence, the need to explore these studies and 
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realign ideas to ensure that they converge to a widely accepted theoretical and 

empirical point becomes of instrumental importance.  

Just like deep learning methods, the application of RNNs in detecting clickbait 

is essential. Foremost, RNNs possess a unique architecture and are effective in 

modelling sequential data (Mou, Ghamisi and Zhu, 2017). On the other hand, the 

entire clickbait detection process revolves around the analysis of sequential textual 

data like article content and headlines. By nature, RNNs can deal with sequential 

data as they can sequentially process each input element while keeping track of prior 

inputs. RNNs can capture dependencies and contextual information thanks to their 

capacity for serial modelling, which is essential for comprehending the complex 

patterns found in clickbait headlines. The language frameworks of clickbait 

headlines are frequently complex, requiring readers to comprehend the connections 

between phrases or words that may seem unrelated. Such long-term dependencies 

can be analyzed using RNNs with GRU or LSTM. These models are well-designed 

to capture long-term dependencies in the data and deal with problems associated 

with the vanishing gradient problem. RNNs are therefore very good at spotting 

clickbait headlines that rely on information or context that is dispersed throughout 

the entire sequence. 

Benefits such as contextual understanding are also conceivable when RNNs 

are deployed in detecting clickbait. Given the idea that an effective approach to 

detecting clickbait places a huge demand for the texts’ semantics and context 

(Chakraborty et al., 2017), the contextual representations can easily be learned by 

RNNs. This can be reinforced by assertions denoting that RNNs can preserve and 

convey data gathered from prior inputs and are particularly good at learning 

contextual representations (Choobi, Haghpanahi and Sedighi, 2012). These features 

enable RNNs to be highly effective when deployed in situations involving learning 
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contextual representations. In addition, this makes it possible for them to accurately 

detect clickbait by capturing the context and meaning of phrases or words within a 

headline. 

Drawing further, applying RNNs in detecting clickbait can also be said to be 

instrumental for variable-length input handling purposes. Following (Chakraborty et 

al.’s, 2017) observations denoting that clickbait headlines vary in length; handling 

inputs of variable lengths can prove to be a complex task. With the given nature of 

RNNs, handling inputs of variable lengths can easily be accomplished by applying 

RNNs. Besides, when compared with traditional bag-of-words models and other 

fixed-length methods, RNNs can dynamically adapt to headlines’ internal states. 

This follows their ability to process inputs of variable lengths, which causes them to 

be more flexible (Bianchi et al., 2019).  

Lastly, in support of the application of RNNs in detecting clickbait, (Mou, 

Ghamisi and Zhu, 2017) mentioned that RNN models are pre-trained on large-scale 

text datasets. Such datasets can include social media posts or news articles. 

Moreover, (Mou, Ghamisi and Zhu, 2017) contend that RNNs acquire generic 

language illustrations through pre-training on a large quantity of data, which may 

then be specialized for clickbait detection using a smaller labelled dataset. By 

utilizing the prior information that the RNN has already recorded, this method can 

enhance performance and efficiency in clickbait detection tasks. Hence, given all 

these highlighted advantages, it can be inferred that applying RNNs in detecting 

clickbait stands to be one of the effective methods that serve to deal with clickbait-

related challenges.   
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2.6 Related Studies on Clickbait Detection 

Given the existence of empirical voids related to clickbait detection in the 

English language, and other languages as well as detection precision, this section of 

the study is designed to fill such voids. Hence, related empirical examinations were 

conducted in this regard as follows: 

2.6.1 Clickbait Detection in English Languages 

Following the underlying observations denoting that clickbait has increased 

in number and form, the number of studies investigating clickbait detection has also 

increased. As such, researchers have been determined to identify clickbait in textual 

data or videos retrieved from various social media platforms like Facebook, 

YouTube and Twitter. 

32,000 headlines for news articles were created by (Chakraborty et al., 2017) 

using data from ViralStories, Scoopwhoop, WikiNews, Thatscoop, ViralNova, 

Upworthy, BuzzFeed, New York Times and The Guardian. The articles annotated 

by the three annotators are reflected in the dataset as nearly equal amounts of 

clickbait and non-clickbait. Three machine learning algorithms; Random Forests, 

Decision Trees and Support Vector Machines (SVM) were used on this dataset, and 

SVM ranked the best with a precision of 93%. BILSTM was used on an identical 

dataset by (Anand, Chakraborty, and Park, 2017) and achieved an accuracy of 98%. 

The dataset from (Chakraborty et al., 2017) was utilized in the study of Lopez-

Sanchez et al. (2018) to present a strategy that adapts to users. For flexible clickbait 

identification, they created the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) method, which they 

integrated with deep metric learning algorithms, word embeddings and wor2vec. 
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Word2Vec is a word embedding technique that represents words as numerical 

vectors, capturing semantic relationships between words based on their context in 

large text corpora. 

Twitter has also been utilized to gather data for clickbait research, such as this 

thesis. In addition, websites like Facebook and YouTube. Twitter is a particularly 

useful tool for data collection because it frequently contains tweets about news or 

clickbait teasers. (Potthast et al., 2016) conducted one of the earliest studies in this 

field.  generated a dataset using Twitter data and applied three different machine 

learning algorithms to it to detect clickbait in a social media stream. First, depending 

on the accounts' receivable turnover (RT counts), they chose which ones to employ 

for data extraction. In order to create the Twitter Clickbait Corpus, three reviewers 

annotated the data taken from the official Twitter accounts of news organizations 

like BuzzFeed, the Huffington Post, Business Insider and BBC News as being 

clickbait or not. They used three learning algorithms; Random Forest, Naive Bayes 

and Logistic Regression on this dataset. The Random Forest classifier outperformed 

all others with a precision and recall of 0.76. 

Using headlines obtained from Twitter, (Chakraborty et al., 2017) produced a 

different dataset. The top three newspapers (India Times, Washington Post and New 

York Times) as well as one online news source (Huffington Post), which also has 38 

subsidiary accounts, provided clickbait headlines for this dataset. The researcher also 

gathered headlines from these 38 supplementary accounts. The 27 primary and 

secondary accounts of the five outlets (Viral Stories, Scoop Whoop, Viral Nova, 

Upworthy and BuzzFeed), on the other hand, yielded non-clickbait data that was 

extracted. Over the course of eight months, tweets and retweets from these accounts 

were collected. This created the largest English dataset with 288K tweets and 11.4M 

retweets. 
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There are numerous clickbait datasets made using Facebook data in addition 

to YouTube datasets. A dataset comprising 1.67 million Facebook postings from 153 

media companies was produced by (Rony et al., 2017). When they used this dataset 

to test their word-embedding-based clickbait detection model, it had an 84% 

accuracy rate. 

(Qin et al., 2017) created a YouTube clickbait dataset intending to analyze 

clickbait in video teaser information. The first 123 characters, cover photos, 

thumbnail and title of the video description were all included in the teaser material 

for videos. They understood that this teaser information is insufficient for clickbait 

detection and that additional information from the video needs to be considered as 

well. Two reviewers annotated 109 YouTube videos in this dataset as clickbait or 

non-clickbait based on the video's title, description, thumbnail, and viewer 

comments. 

(Potthast et al., 2018) developed an updated Webis Clickbait Corpus 2017 by 

enlarging the prior dataset and describing the annotation procedure. The accounts 

from which the data would be gathered were chosen. They were based on the number 

of retweets and the 38,517 teaser messages posted by accounts of 27 news 

publishers. From the Twitter accounts of a few news organizations, including tweets, 

Washington Post, CNN, Fox News, Business Insider, Guardian and Independent, 

and their media attachments were archived for six months. For payment, crowd 

workers initially assessed how clickbait the tweets were throughout the review 

process. Annotators were cautioned to pay attention to the visuals that accompany 

the headlines and avoid mistaking gossip tweets for clickbait. Second, the terms in 

the tweets that prompted the referees to categorize them as clickbait were noted. 

Finally, rather than completing a binary classification test, students were asked to 
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rate the tweets on a four-point Likert scale. One of the most noteworthy aspects of 

this study is the use of a non-binary task to determine if the headlines are clickbait. 

Online Video Clickbait Protector (OVCP), created by (Shang et al., 2019), 

can detect clickbait videos by looking at viewers' comments. To assess OVCP 

effectiveness, they gathered a dataset of YouTube videos. The videos in the 

collection were labelled as clickbait by three annotators. This dataset includes 

comment threads, comments, thumbnails, descriptions and the title for videos as well 

as information about how clickbait-worthy each video is. 

There are studies where clickbait is employed in a different context outside of 

clickbait detection and prevention work in English. For example, the study by 

(Bhowmik et al., 2019) suggested that rather than deceptive products, clickbait 

messages may engage readers with trustworthy health-related information. They 

created an experimental setting where participants were shown articles with 

clickbait-style and non-clickbait-style titles and then asked if they wanted to read the 

content. If readers thought the story was trustworthy and wanted to share it, they 

intended to ask them. By suggesting that such research be conducted using a dataset 

specially constructed for this purpose, they provided a different viewpoint from 

clickbait headlines. 

(Elyashar, Bendahan and Puzis, 2022) conducted a study on detecting 

clickbait in online social media. Their suggested method employs popular machine 

learning (ML) classifiers to distinguish between clickbait and authentic posts. The 

suggested classifiers are trained using a variety of linguistic, behavioral, and image-

extracted data. We evaluated using two datasets from the 2017 Clickbait Challenge. 

With an AUC of 0.8, an accuracy of 0.812, a precision of 0.819, and a recall of 0.966, 

the Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) classifier performed the best. Finally, we 
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discovered that determining the percentage of formal English words in the provided 

content is useful for identifying clickbait. 

(Bronakowski, Al-khassaweneh and Al Bataineh, 2023) presented machine 

learning and semantic analysis methods for identifying clickbait headlines in the 

English language. The technique entails examining six different machine learning 

classification algorithms both alone and collectively while assessing thirty distinct 

semantic characteristics. According to the results, the most accurate algorithms 

identify clickbait headlines 98% accurately. The suggested models can be used as a 

blueprint for creating useful programs that easily identify clickbait headlines. Table 

2-1 presents an overview of related works. 

Table 2-1 Related work  

Author Dataset Algorithms Accuracy 

(Bronakowski, Al-
khassaweneh and Al 
Bataineh, 2023) 

The dataset consists of 
32,000 headlines 
collected from net 

decision tree, logistic 
regression, naïve Bayes, 
support vector machine 
(svm), knn, GBDT 

SVM and GBDT 
algorithm, 
achieved an 
accuracy of 98% 

(Elyashar, Bendahan and 
Puzis, 2022) 

it includes 2,495 posts, 
among them 762 
clickbait posts, and 
1,697 legitimate posts 

XGBoost, Random 
Forest 

an accuracy of 
0.812, a precision 
of 0.819, and a 
recall of 0.966 

(Rony et al.,2017) dataset comprising 1.67 
million Facebook 
postings from 153 
media companies was 
produced by author 

BERT, RoBERTa, GPT2 RoBERTa has 
best accuracy of 
84% 
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(Chakraborty et al., 2018) The author used 
(Chakraborty, 
Paranjape, & Kakarla, 
2016) dataset, which has 
32,000 headlines 
(clickbait and non-
clickbait). 

CBR + CNN Using TF-IDF, 
Word2vec and n-
gram count, the 
suggested method 
obtained 0.994, 
0.95, and 0.90 
average area 
under the ROC 
curve. 

 

 

2.6.2 Clickbait Detection in Other Languages 

Clickbait detection studies are of no doubt concentrated in the English 

language and their prominence serves to enhance the validation of proposed 

methodologies and practical suggestions. Nonetheless, the incorporation of other 

languages in long-standing debates is gaining huge prominence in academic studies. 

To support this notion, clickbait studies in Thai (Wongsap et al., 2018) and Chinese 

(Zheng et al., 2018) have also emerged in contemporary examinations. Hence, their 

inclusion including the current study into clickbait discussions broadens 

perspectives and approaches to clickbait detection.  

(Zheng et al., 2018) constructed a dataset including 14,922 headlines taken 

from four famous Chinese news websites (Tencent, 163, Sohu, Sina) and well-

known blogs. They proposed a Clickbait Convolutional Neural Network (CBCNN) 

consisting of Word2Vec models and a CNN model. They applied this model to 

Chinese news headlines preprocessed with stop-word filtering, part-of-speech 

filtering, and segmentation. CBCNN model performed with an 80.50% accuracy. 
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(Wongsap et al., 2018) applied Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine, and 

Naïve Bayes on a dataset with 5,000 Thai news headlines which were labelled as 

clickbait and non-clickbait by two users, and another dataset consisting of special 

characters such as ‘!’, ‘?’, and ‘#.’ The results showed that the decision tree classifier 

gave 99.90% accuracy on the special characters dataset, which is the best 

performance in their study. On the other hand, the decision tree classifier performed 

84.79% accuracy on the news headlines. 

(Geçkil et al., 2018) formed a Turkish dataset with 2000 clickbait and non-

clickbait news headlines extracted from Twitter, and 2000 clickbait and non-

clickbait news gathered from the websites of the selected news outlet. The data of 

BBC Turkish and Anadolu Agency were labelled as non-clickbait since they were 

considered as being unlikely to be clickbait, while the data of other media institutions 

such as Hurriyet, Vatan, and Sabah Daily Newspaper were labelled as clickbait. 

They applied the TF-IDF method on this dataset, which gave an 87% accuracy. 

(William and Sari, 2020) constructed a dataset, CLICK-ID, consisting of 

15,000 annotated Indonesian news headlines gathered from 12 Indonesian online 

news publishers. They applied BILSTM and CNN to this dataset. Results show that 

BILSTM performs with an 81% accuracy while CNN performs with a 79% accuracy 

on the stemmed words of the dataset. 

(Al-Sarem et al., 2021) used a machine learning-based approach and 

improved multiple features for Detecting Clickbait News on Social Networks in the 

Arabic language. This was done using 54,893 Arabic news data items collected from 

Twitter with 56.31% being legitimate news and 43.69% comprising clickbait news. 

According to the experimental findings, the SVM with the top 10% of ANOVA F-

test features (Content-Based Features (CBFs) and User-Based Features (UBFs)) had 
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the greatest results and had a detection accuracy of 92.16%. This indicates the 

unending possibilities of achieving higher accuracy rates using other clickbait 

detection methods as intended by this study.  

(Fakhruzzaman, Sa’idah and Ningrum, 2023) applied fine-tuned transformers 

in studying the flagging of clickbait in Indonesian online news websites. The 

classifier performed remarkably well with a training dataset of 6,632 headlines. It 

received an accuracy score of 0.914, an F1 score of 0.914, a precision score of 0.916, 

and a receiver operating characteristic-area under curve (ROC-AUC) score of 0.92 

when evaluated with 5-fold cross-validation. This reinforces the current study’s 

argument that there are unending possibilities for achieving higher accuracy rates 

using other clickbait detection methods. 

2.6.3 Clickbait Detection Precision 

Subject matters involving the detection of clickbait are not merely a matter of 

identifying clickbait but rather extend to encompass accuracy and degree of 

detection.  Hence, attempts to develop models that can accurately detect clickbait to 

a higher degree revolve around the examination of the related accuracy and degree 

of other detection methods. In that regard, previous related examinations of this 

nature will be examined.  

Foremost, attempts to determine the accuracy of clickbait detection methods 

have been characterized by the application of various labelled datasets. 

Consequently, this has a profound effect on the established findings. For instance, 

by using 762 evaluation and 4761 Train clickbait datasets and 1697 evaluation and 

14777 Train non-clickbait datasets, Thomas’ system (2017) system ranked 6th of the 

13 participating teams. Additionally, the system also achieved an accuracy of 0.826, 

an F1 score of 0.564 and a mean squared error of 0.0428. (Setlur, 2018) applied a 
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semi-supervised confidence network and a gated attention-based network in 

assessing labelled samples for clickbait. The results of their study indicated that a 

detection accuracy rate of 97% can be achieved from 30% of strongly labelled 

samples we can achieve over. In another related instance, (Nadia and Iswanto, 2021) 

applied the Backpropagation Neural Network in analyzing Indonesian data for 

clickbait. The standard algorithm achieved a precision score of 67% and a recall and 

F1 score of 66%, while the modified algorithm had a precision score of 78% and a 

recall and F1 score of 76%. These examinations are in support of notion highlighting 

that in the digital age, clickbait is a rising issue, and experts are continuously looking 

for new solutions to address it (Naeem et al., 2020) (Potthast et al., 2016) 

(Vorakitphan, Leu and Fan, 2019). Using neural networks, such as the 

Backpropagation Neural Network, is one possible strategy. In a recent study, (Nadia 

and Iswanto, 2021) used Indonesian data using this technique to great effect. With a 

precision score of 67%, the conventional algorithm correctly classified 67% of the 

items as clickbait. Two-thirds of all clickbait items could be successfully identified 

by the algorithm, according to the recall and F1 scores, which were both 66%. (Nadia 

and Iswanto, 2021) also created a revised algorithm that produced even better 

outcomes. This novel method has a precision score of 78%, a recall score of 76%, 

and an F1 score of 76%. Thus, for anyone concerned about the proliferation of false 

or sensational content online, these findings have significant ramifications. 

Using a clickbait corpus of 2992 Twitter tweets comprising 1697 non-

clickbait and 762 clickbait, (Potthast et al., 2016) used a random forest classifier to 

determine the precision of the clickbait detection mechanism with 215 features. The 

applied logistic regression analysis results produced a 0.79 Area under the ROC 

Curve (ROC-AUC) at 0.76 recall and 0.76 precision. The results of their study also 

indicate that the model’s performance varied depending on the type of clickbait 
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being classified. That is, the model struggled with tweets that used made vague 

promises or rhetorical questions. Overall, the study highlights the potential for 

machine learning to identify and combat clickbait on social media platforms. 

However, it also underscores the need for continued research and development in 

this area to improve these models' accuracy and effectiveness. Additionally, it raises 

significant questions about algorithms' role in shaping users’ online experiences. It 

also raises important questions about how we can ensure they are used ethically and 

responsibly.  

(Khater et al., 2019) exploration of clickbait detection involving 24 trained 

features extracted from a social media posts dataset achieved an area under the ROC 

curve of 0.7 and an F1-score of 79%. The ROC is higher than (Potthast et al.’s, 2016) 

ROC of 76% and signals improvements in the applied clickbait detection methods. 

Hence, the possibility of conceiving better detection performance remains feasible 

and this study intends to achieve highly effective clickbait detection in both English 

and Kurdish languages.  

(Klairith and Tanachutiwat, 2018) applied natural language processing with 

machine learning methods with the aim of assessing Thai clickbait detection 

algorithms involving crowdsourced 30,000 headlines. Their findings point to 

BILSTM with word-level embedding demonstrating superior performance 

compared to other models with an F1-score of 98% associated with an accuracy rate 

of 98%. When compared with (Potthast et al.’s, 2016) 79% ROC-AUC and (Khater 

et al.’s, 2019) ROC curve of 70% and an F1-score of 79%, substantial differences in 

performance are a major force to reckon with. This gains huge credence especially 

when a different language like the Kurdish language is introduced into the long-

standing clickbait detection debate. Hence, these findings reinforce the current 
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study’s attempts to apply different algorithms in detecting clickbait in English and 

Kurdish languages.  

(Vorakitphan, Leu and Fan, 2019) applied word embedding models in the 

form of an Ontology-based LSTM Model (OLSTM) to detect clickbait. The model’s 

performance was validated using real data from news websites and Twitter. Clickbait 

detection accuracies ranging from 80% to 90% compared with other prior related 

methods were achieved. Again, incorporating (Potthast et al.’s, 2016) 0.79 ROC-

AUC and (Khater et al.’s, 2019). In that manner, the application of the LSTM, 

BILSTM, GRU, CNN and the hybrid CNN BILSTM model in this study was highly 

justified.  

(Naeem et al., 2020) conducted a linguistic analysis involving natural 

language cues using a deep learning framework for clickbait detection on social area 

networks. LSTM was used for classifying the decision-making task. Their model 

achieved a higher performance level of 97% accuracy compared to other study 

models. At this juncture, the reviewed studies highlight that higher clickbait 

detection accuracy rates are conceivable when new and innovative methods are 

applied to detecting clickbait, especially in English and Kurdish languages.  

 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter, clickbait cognitive mechanisms mainly curiosity and interest 

were established as having an influence on clickbait. In that manner, the roles and 

importance of deep learning and RNNs methods in detecting clickbait were 

established. These include among others feature representation, end-to-end learning, 

handling complex patterns, scalability and adaptability, modelling sequential data, 

contextual understanding, variable-length input handling purposes, and pre-trained 
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on large-scale text datasets. The review proceeds to outline the existence of clickbait 

detection in the English language and other languages such as Arabic, Chinese, 

Turkish and Indonesian. Amid such attempts, no study had yet analyzed clickbait 

detection in the Kurdish language nor compared models detecting both clickbait in 

Kurdish and English languages at the same time. In that regard, the next section 

proceeds to examine how deep learning and RNN methods will be used in detecting 

clickbait in the Kurdish and English languages.
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3. THESIS METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter of the study is dedicated towards the examination of methods and 

procedures carried out in executing the application of deep learning and neural 

network methods in clickbait detection.  

Hence, it is in connection with the above-mentioned research inquiries that 

this chapter was organized to incorporate data collection, text classification, text 

processing and the architecture of the proposed frameworks.  

3.2 Data Collection 

In order to aid the detection of Fake News in the Kurdish language, 5,000 Real 

and 5000 Fake Kurdish news data were collected from XENDAN, K24, RUDAW 

and other Kurdish news platforms, Table 3-2 shows some sample of collected data. 

However, there existed no website assessing the validity of Kurdish news at present 

the study was conducted. As part of initiatives aimed at enhancing the study’s 

validity, fake news from prior datasets was not translated. 

Meanwhile, concerning the English data sets, 32,000 unprejudiced headlines 

on famous websites were compiled into a single data set and each class comprised 

7,500 headlines chosen among its members. The headlines comprised 15,999 

clickbait headlines and 16,001 non-clickbait headlines. Among the collected 32,000 

unprejudiced headlines were "Viral Stories", "Scoop Whoop", "That scoop", "Viral 

Nova", the New York Times, the Guardian, the Hindu, BuzzFeed, Upworthy and 

Wiki News headlines data. The selected dataset was curated by (Chakraborty, 

Paranjape and Kakarla, 2016) and rated by at least three individuals as either 

clickbait or not. Subsequently, four algorithms namely; CNN, CNN BILSTM, 
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BILSTM and LSTM were applied to randomly select the unprejudiced sample of 

headlines for categorization. Table 3-1 presents illustrative instances of both 

clickbait and non-clickbait content in the English language. 

Table 3-1 English Dataset Samples. 

Headline Clickbait 

1- Can You Guess These Celebrity 
Fragrances by Their Descriptions. 

2- Here Are the Bronzers and Blushes That 
Actually Look Amazing on Women of 
Color. 

3- YouTube to reward users for posting 
creative videos 

4- Two British hostages feared dead after 
bodies found in Iraq 

 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

 

Table 3-2 Kurdish Dataset Samples. 

Headline Clickbait 

 ەزو و نیTM ^ارۆخ یەوامشاM Tل اPQRمMئ Mل -1
bMرcMەدمcefghت  

 یدنوگ یدنەوان اuکروت یاrlس pgاMoناخklت -2
نMکەد ناراklyت روورھ  

نارژوک ۆجەرکM bMل شعاد یرادکMچ وود -3  
Mنۆلشراb یMنا� Mتیچەد ۆدلانۆر ۆنا�uس�Pك -4  

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

 

 

3.3 Text Classification Process  

Given that the study relies on a pool of Kurdish and English language datasets, 

the text classification process was structured in a manner that accommodates 

differences between the two datasets. The process was conducted as follows: 
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3.3.1 English Text Classification Process 

The data preprocessing procedure includes the processing of words into 

segments, feature vector representation, and the elimination of stop words and 

punctuation. The larger and more selective pre-processed text either emphasizes the 

greatest features of the data in a more prominent manner (feature selection) or 

reduces the complexity of high-dimensional data by describing it in fewer 

dimensions (feature extraction).   

3.3.2 Kurdish Text Classification Process 

Text processing is an essential Natural language processing (NLP) element 

that separates relevant data from irrelevant data before feature extraction 

(Altheneyan and Alhadlaq, 2023). The motive is to ensure that quality textual input 

is offered before being classified. In this regard, a Kurdish Language Processing 

Toolkit was used (Ahmadi, 2020). In order to enhance the quality of the text data 

and the reliability of the applied statistical examination approaches, special 

characters like extra space, emojis, foreign word languages, URL, &, % and @ were 

removed. Subsequently, the text was converted to UTF-8 Unicode. The text data was 

also subjected to a tokenization process through which sentences were split into 

words (Domingo et al., 2023). After having subjected the text data to a tokenization 

process, the study proceeded to remove frequently used words that are known as stop 

words (so on, the, and a). According to (Domingo et al., 2023), these words are worth 

removing because they do aid in distinguishing between two. After that, the study 

proceeded further to conduct what is known as stemming so as to reduce inflexion 

in words to their root form categorization. Table 3-3 and 3-4 shows Data Samples 

after text cleaning process. 
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Table 3-3 English Dataset Samples after text cleaning. 

Headline 
1- guess celebrity fragrances descriptions. 

2- bronzers blush actually look amazing women color. 

3- YouTube reward users posting creative videos. 

4- two British hostages feared dead bodies found Iraq. 

 

Table 3-4 Kurdish Dataset Samples after text cleaning. 

Headline 
مھھرھب ەزو نیھپ کارۆخ ەوامشاپ اکیرمھئ -1  

ندرک نارابپۆت روورھ دنوگ دنەوان ایکروت اپوس ھناخپۆت -2  

نارژوک ۆجەرکھب شعاد رادکھچ وود -3  

ھنۆلشراب ھنای نووچ ۆدلانۆر ۆنایتسیرك -4  

 

3.4 Text Processing 

Models of language structure based on vector spaces semantics, such as the 

GloVe Model, represent each word as a single real-valued vector of length. 

(Chakraborty, Paranjape and Kakarla, 2016). They can be used for a variety of tasks, 

including parsing, named entity identification, question answering, document 

categorization and information retrieval (Yang, 2013). In many cases, a corpus of 

words is represented in this way; a particular set of "word vectors" are used to 

indicate how near or far distant the words are from one another. The total quantity 

of dimensions that divide two-word vectors from one another in addition to their 

distance from one another is counted in an innovative evaluation method that utilizes 

word similarities. All unsupervised word representation learning techniques are built 

on data on term distributions gathered in a corpus. However, others have made 

assumptions about how to interpret this data and how word vectors could represent 
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that interpretation. Glove stands for "Global Vectors", a novel word-representation 

technique that automatically records global corpus data. 

3.5 The Architecture of The Proposed System Frameworks 

In this section, a system framework was proposed. The architecture of the 

system frameworks comprised an English system framework and a Kurdish system 

framework. The design or architectures of the two systems made it possible to 

compare and determine how LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU, CNN-BILSTM and 

hybrid CNN BILSTM algorithms rank in performance in terms of detection clickbait 

in Kurdish and English languages. Figure 3-1 illustrates Framework of proposed 

system. 
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Fig. 3-1 Framework for English and Kurdish fake news detection 

In this study, the author proposed a method for detecting clickbait that makes 

use of Deep Learning classifiers and features that are independent of language. In 

light of this, the current study’s method may be used to train and classify articles 

written in any language. The technique is based on Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN), LSTM, BILSTM, and GRU models that have been trained using data from 

a distributed feature space (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis and Blackmer, 2016), such as 

word or character embeddings. Below, we'll describe the various steps we took to 

create the current study’s “clickbait” detection algorithm and the rationale behind 

each one. At the same time, evaluate the results of the investigations and compare 

them to those in the academic literature. 
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Our methods for identifying clickbait are based on a number of decisions 

including the classification model, the use of a smart classifier, the choice of the 

most effective algorithm, and the construction of accurate assessments of accuracy. 

By focusing on universal traits, this sophisticated approach may be easily extended 

to include new types of content and new languages. For the proposed model to be 

useful in a context where many languages are present, it must be trained on more 

than just English. This process of proposed system represents the stages in this 

model, shows how we arrived at the current study’s final product (colored in green). 

The selected lexical qualities are organized into four groups, while the extracted 

characteristics are presented in grey (shown in orange). We started by looking at the 

qualities and datasets that have previously been utilized in the literature, and then 

we picked the one that was the greatest fit for these purposes. In the steps that 

followed, through cleaning up the data by eliminating duplicates and outliers and by 

isolating linguistic characteristics. All of the obtained characteristics were 

normalized such that they fell within the range [0,1] before being used in a smart 

classifier. The best findings found in the study were used to choose the intelligent 

algorithms (LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU, CNN BILSTM) that were put through 

their paces in this evaluation. The last steps included adjusting the smart models' 

settings to optimize performance and determining the metrics. 

3.5.1 General Steps to Check Headlines for Clickbait Detection: 

1- Data Collection and Preprocessing: 

For this example, let's assume we have a small dataset with the following 

labeled headlines: 

• "5 Shocking Ways to Lose Weight Fast!" (Clickbait) 

• "How to Cook a Healthy Meal in 30 Minutes" (Not Clickbait) 

• "10 Celebrities Who Look Unrecognizable Now!" (Clickbait) 
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• "The Science of Climate Change" (Not Clickbait) 

• " نارژوک ۆجەرکھب ھل شعاد یرادکھچ وود " (Clickbait) 

• " ت�رن�ھەدمھھرھب ەزو و نیھپ کارۆخ یەوامشاپ ھل اکیرمھئ ھل " (Not Clickbait) 

 

We'll preprocess this data into numerical format and train the model. 

 

• Remove punctuation and special characters using online python library 

for English language (Porter Stemmer). 

• For Kurdish language we use Kurdish Language Processing Toolkit—

KLPT toolkit for preprocess, stem, transliterate and tokenize and 

addresses basic language processing tasks such as text preprocessing, 

stemming, tokenization, spell-checking and morphological analysis for 

the Sorani and the Kurmanji dialects of Kurdish. 

 

2- Tokenization and Padding: 

First, we need to tokenize the text and convert it into numerical format. We'll 

assume a simple vocabulary for this example: 

 

Vocabulary English: {"5", "shocking", "ways", "to", "lose", "weight", "fast", 

"how", "cook", "a", "healthy", "meal", "in", "30", "minutes", "10", 

"celebrities", "who", "look", "unrecognizable", "now", "the", "science", "of", 

"climate", "change"} 

 

Vocabulary Kurdish: {" اکیرمھئ  ەوامشاپ ," ", " ندراوخ ", " نیھپ ", " ەزو ", " نان�ھمرھرھب ", 

" رادکھچ ", " شعاد ", " ۆجەرکھب ", " نارژۆک "} 
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After tokenization, our English examples look like: 

Clickbait: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] 

Not Clickbait: [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] 

various numerical representations are used to convert textual data into a 

format that can be processed by machine learning algorithms. Each word is 

represented as a binary vector where all elements are zero except for the index 

that corresponds to the word's position in the vocabulary. 

 

We'll pad the sequences to a fixed length, for example, 10: 

Clickbait: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0] 

Not Clickbait: [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 0] 

 

We do same thing for Kurdish headlines   

 

3- Define the Model:  

Create a neural network. text classification may consist of: 

• An embedding layer: Converts words into dense vectors. 

• One or more LSTM layers: Captures sequential information. 

• Dense layers with activation functions (e.g., ReLU or sigmoid) for 

classification. 

• Output layer with a sigmoid activation function for binary classification 

(clickbait or not). 

4- Compile and Train the Model 

5- Make Predictions 
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3.5.2 LSTM 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a type of recurrent neural network 

(RNN) architecture that is specifically designed to capture long-term dependencies 

and patterns in sequential data (Zheng et al., 2017). As a result, LSTM is designed 

to deal with challenges associated with the use of traditional RNNs. In support of 

such a notion, (Singh et al., 2023) contends that RNNs are limited in terms of their 

ability to retain information over long sequences. Thus, by structure, LSTMs have 

memory cells capable of storing information over extended periods and can 

optionally forget or recall information, and convey necessary information to future 

time steps. According to (Singh et al., 2023), such memory cells comprise an input 

gate, a forget gate, and an output gate used for regulating the way information flows 

within the cells, thereby conferring them with an ability to regulate the input, leaving 

unnecessary information, and output relevant information. 

In a text representation learned from word embeddings, words with the same 

semantic meaning are represented comparably. Word embedding methods can be 

employed to extract a vocabulary’s vector representation from a corpus of text. 

When the present state of a cell shifts, the forget gate (ft) regulates how much 

information can be sent to the subsequent time axis. This gate adds the newly 

acquired data to the cell's state following a forget operation. Due to its focus on 

memory updating, this gate differs from RNN's typical design. As shown in Figure 

3-2, the first stage contains an embedding layer with an input and an output shape. 

An LSTM layer and a sigmoid neuron layer with input forms of 100 are positioned 

between the other two layers due to binary classification. To facilitate multiclass 

categorization, Softmax activation is employed in the final layer. Softmax converts 

the raw output scores into probabilities, ensuring that the sum of probabilities across 
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all classes is equal to 1. This allows the model to make confident predictions among 

multiple classes based on the learned features. 

 

Fig. 3-2 Model configuration of LSTM 

Concerning the detection of clickbait, the applications of LSTM in this study 

serve to enhance the analysis of article titles or headlines’ textual content so as to 

ascertain whether they can be classified as clickbait or non-clickbait. There are other 

benefits tied to the application of the LSTM in this study. For instance, by applying 

an LSTM in detecting clickbait, the study was able to capture sequential patterns. 

This is because LSTM models are specifically developed to deal with sequential data 

(Zheng et al., 2017). As a result, this allows them to effectively capture the 

contextual dependencies present in clickbait headlines. Additionally, because LSTM 

can spot patterns across longer sequences (Zheng et al., 2017), they are appropriate 

for examining the clickbait titles’ structure and composition. Furthermore, LSTM 

was applied in this context because of their capacity to handle variable-length inputs. 

That is, compared to fixed-length models such as traditional feedforward neural 

networks, LSTM models are well posed to sequentially process and handle different 

headline lengths. Consequently, there is an acceptable level of flexibility in dealing 

with text data that is obtained from the application of LSTM models, which deals 

with significantly lengthy headlines. Apart from this, by applying LSTM models, it 
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became possible to learn long-term dependencies. This stems from the fact that they 

are excellent for capturing long-term dependencies in the text since they can hold 

information for long periods (Singh et al., 2023). This plays an instrumental role in 

enhancing the model’s ability to comprehend the headlines’ context and make highly 

informed decisions concerning clickbait classification. In connection with this, the 

incorporation of LSTM models in this context follows their capacity to learn 

clickbait features’ general representations (Singh et al., 2023). This allows them to 

effectively generalize to new or unseen headlines. Such an ability to adaptation 

ability is significantly vital in contemporary real-world situations as sophisticated 

and other new forms of clickbait are continuously emerging over time. However, it 

is instrumental to note that hyperparameter tuning, selected architecture, the training 

data’s diversity and quality, and other related implementation factors tend to 

influence LSTM models’ performance. 

 

3.5.2.1 Production Mode of LSTM Model: 

         This Streamlit application, "Clickbait Detective," stands at the intersection of 

cutting-edge deep learning technology and user-friendly web interfaces, offering a 

practical solution to the clickbait conundrum. Designed as an intuitive and accessible 

tool, this application empowers users from all walks of life to identify and combat 

clickbait in real-time, arming them with the knowledge and discernment necessary 

to navigate the digital landscape with confidence. 

 

At its core lies the power of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models, a category 

of deep learning algorithms renowned for their ability to understand and process 

sequential data effectively. These LSTM models have been meticulously trained on 

a wealth of textual data, enabling them to identify patterns and attributes that are 
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indicative of clickbait content. Through the application's user-friendly interface, 

users can submit headlines or text snippets for analysis, instantly receiving a verdict 

on whether the content exhibits clickbait tendencies. Figure 3-3, Figure 3-4 shows 

Streamlit application web design. 

 

 

Fig. 3-3 and 3-4 Web application mode of LSTM model 
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3.5.3 BILSTM 

By definition, Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BILSTM) algorithms 

are a form of RNN architecture that are prevalently applied for sequence processing 

activities like natural language processing (NLP), (Moon et al., 2021). In other 

words, BILSTMs represent an advanced form of traditional LSTM model that allows 

a bidirectional flow of information from future to past and from past to future using 

two linear support vector machines. According to (Moon et al., 2021), such a 

bidirectional flow of information enhances BILSTMs’ capacity to capture 

succeeding and preceding contexts. This is crucial for activities and situations 

requiring a comprehensive understanding of a sequence of tasks or activities. Figure 

3.5 shows the BILSTM system configuration while Figure 3.6 provides a graphical 

representation of Bi-directional LSTM. 

 

Fig. 3-5 BILSTM system configuration 

The amount of information transferable from one-time axis to another in the 

LSTM can be limited by the forget (ft) gates.  (Shang et al., 2019) contend that such 

an input gate's main is designed to restore the information cell’s state to its original 

state before the information was lost.  
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Fig. 3-6 Bi-directional LSTM 

In the context of detecting clickbait, a BILSTM algorithm can be employed 

to analyze the textual content of headlines or articles and predict whether they exhibit 

clickbait characteristics. Following the huge significance attached to clickbait 

detection, combating misinformation, enhancing user experience and content 

moderation benefits are conceivable. The application of a BILSTM algorithm in 

clickbait detection in this regard offers considerable benefits. For instance, (Jang et 

al., 2020) outline that BILSTM can capture contextual dependencies between 

adjacent words. Hence, by applying the BILSTM algorithm in this context, it was 

possible to capture complex associations between words in an article or headline. 

Therefore, by applying BILSTM, the detection model was able to understand better 

the semantic meaning and identify clickbait content patterns. 

In another instance, benefits such as the capacity to keep information over 

longer sequences are attributed to BILSTM and this is because of the contained 

LSTM units (Singh et al., 2023). Therefore, when applied in the context of clickbait 

detection, the model is well-positioned to recall the necessary dependencies and 

context spanning numerous words or phrases. (Drawing from Feng et al.’s, 2020) 

study, it can be noted that BILSTMs are well poised to effectively handle variable-

length sequences. This plays a vital role in clickbait detection as clickbait articles 
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and headlines often vary in length. Furthermore, Feng and others argued that 

BILSTMs are capable of processing all the input sequences and producing 

predictions according to the overall context instead of depending on a limited context 

or fixed-size windows (Feng et al., 2020).  

(Atila and Sabaz, 2022) listed advantages such as automatic learning using 

the necessary input data and the elimination of manual feature engineering as the 

other benefits of using BILSTM algorithms. That is, BILSTM algorithms provide 

feature extraction benefits that are instrumental in detecting clickbait and the models 

can identify various linguistic cues and informative patterns related to clickbait. 

There are also generalization benefits linked to the application of BILSTM models. 

For instance, (Sheng et al., 2021) outlined that once trained on representative and 

diverse datasets, BILSTM models are effective in generalizing hidden news posts or 

clickbait examples irrespective of whether new clickbait methods or they show 

various linguistic styles. In other words, by applying a BILSTM algorithm, clickbait 

detection models’ performance and accuracy can be enhanced because of the 

capturing of global and local dependencies and enhanced sequence modelling 

capabilities.  

 

3.5.4 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) 

According to (Wang et al., 2022), GRU is a variant of the conventional RNN 

that enhances the modeling of long-term relationships in sequential data by 

addressing the problem of vanishing gradients. The gating mechanism is a 

component of the GRU algorithm that regulates information flow throughout the 

network (Wang et al., 2022). According to (Wang et al., 2019), the GRU comprises 

of: 
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1) Update Gate: (Wang et al., 2019) opine that how much of the prior hidden 

state is to be transferred to the current time step is decided by the update gate. 

It uses a sigmoid activation function to combine the input from the most recent 

hidden state and the input from the current time step. This produces an update 

gate value between 0 and 1. A number of 0 indicates that no data from the 

previous hidden state is transferred, while a value of 1 indicates that all data 

is maintained. 

2) Reset Gate: (Wang et al., 2019) also noted that the amount of the previous 

hidden state that should be erased and not used in calculating the current 

hidden state is decided by the reset gate. To determine the value of the reset 

gate, the input and the previous concealed state are used in the same manner 

as the update gate. This is done applying a sigmoid activation function. 

The reset gate value, input, and prior hidden state are added to calculate the 

updated hidden state. The update gate decides how much new input information 

should be added to the updated hidden state. The reset gate controls which portion 

of the prior hidden state is used. Figure 3.7 shows the GRU structure and its gates.  

In comparison to conventional RNNs, the GRU algorithm enables effective training 

and enhanced capture of long-term dependencies (Wang et al., 2022). Gate 

mechanisms mitigate the vanishing gradient problem by allowing the network to 

choose whether to update or forget information based on inputs and hidden states 

currently in effect. 
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Fig. 3-7 GRU 

3.5.5 CNN 

According to (Deperlioglu et al., 2022), Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) is a deep learning model specifically designed for processing structured grid-

like data like images. Because of their inherent nature, CNNs have witnessed 

increasingly high and successful application in numerous computer vision tasks such 

as image segmentation (Bullock, Cuesta-Lázaro and Quera-Bofarull, 2019), object 

detection (Sultana, Sufian and Dutta, 2020), and image classification (Yadav and 

Jadhav, 2019). By nature, CNNs tend to use a series of fully connected layers, 

pooling layers and convolutional layers to automatically learn the input data’s 

hierarchical representations.  

(Tiwari et al., 2020) outline that convolutional layers contain filters found 

inside the input image that use convolution operations to extract local features. In 

that regard, translational invariance is provided by lowering the computational 

complexity, down sampling the spatial dimensions and pooling layers as shown in 

Figure 3.8. As such, a word embedding layer is necessary for text CNN to operate 

effectively. 
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Fig. 3-8 CNN structure. 

CNNs were applied in this study because of the immense benefits they 

provide, especially in detecting clickbait. Drawing from (Yuan et al.’s, 2020) 

outline, CNNs are regarded as having excellent local automatic feature-extracting 

abilities. This entails that when used in detecting clickbait, CNNs will use the 

provided raw input data and automatically extract the necessary clickbait content’s 

features, patterns and visual cues. Benefits such as translation invariance are 

conceivable when CNNs are applied in clickbait detection exercises. This is because 

naturally, CNNs contain inherent translation invariance (Tiwari et al., 2020), which 

is essential for recognizing features irrespective of their location in the input. Such 
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abilities carry huge empirical weight in clickbait detection as clickbait headlines can 

appear in various locations within images. The other notable benefit is that CNNs 

are well posed to handle imperfect or noisy input data (Chen et al., 2019). That is 

CNNs are robust to noise and this is instrumental in detecting clickbait as clickbait 

headings may vary in positioning, color, size and font. Furthermore, (Avazov et al., 

2022) opine that CNNs are effective in generalizing from a large dataset to find true 

labels from untrained, unseen examples. Thus, when properly trained using various 

clickbait and non-clickbait database examples, CNNs can learn to generalize and 

recognize clickbait features in new situations. 

In clickbait detection situations, CNNs will treat clickbait headings as images 

and converts them into visual representations. As a result, the textual content is 

considered as pixels. Subsequently, CNN is trained using clickbait and non-clickbait 

labelled datasets to distinguish clickbait from non-clickbait. However, it is crucial 

to reckon that the mere act of relying on image content to detect clickbait suffers 

from a series of limitations that demand solutions. For instance, clickbait exists in 

different forms like social media posts and text-based articles. As a result, this 

current study proposed to combine CNN with LSTM, Bi LTSM and a hybrid CNN 

BILSTM to analyze the 5,000 Real Kurdish news data and the 32,000 unprejudiced 

headlines. 

 

3.5.6 Hybrid CNN BILSTM 

• Convolutional neural network (CNN): According to (Ahmad et al., 2020) 

the CNN is made up of a fully linked layer, pooling and layers of convolution. 

The CNN may extract latent characteristics from the input data by running 

convolution and pooling procedures. After extraction, the traits are integrated 
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and added to a completely linked layer. Last but not least, an activation 

function adds nonlinearity to a neuron's output. In order for CNN to function, 

the convolution layer is essential (Elyashar, Bendahan and Puzis, 2022). Every 

convolutional layer has a collection of convolutional kernels to reveal latent 

characteristics and produce feature maps. The feature mappings in the 

convolutional layer are triggered using a non-linear function for the end result. 

The convolutional layer is described by the following phrase 

• 𝑐𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑥𝑖 ∗ 𝑏𝑖)                                                         (3.1) 

• where xi is the input variable for the convolution layer. In this case, the terms 

ci stand for Ith's feature map, wi for a weight matrix, * for the symbol for the 

dot product, bi for the bias vector, and f(.) for the activation function. CNNs 

use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as their activation function. 

• 2. Bidirectional LSTM network: A bidirectional design can simultaneously 

extract contextual information in both ways using backwards and forward 

hidden layers. The BILSTM output of the forward and backward hidden 

layers as (ℎ𝑡 → and ℎ𝑡 ←), respectively. The output and hidden sequence for 

each front layer is calculated iteratively from step 1 to step t, whereas the 

output and hidden sequence for each reverse layer is calculated iteratively 

from step t to step 1. The outputs of the forward layer and the backward layer 

were calculated using the usual LSTM. Every element of the output vector Y 

produced by the BILSTM layer is calculated using Equ. (3.2) 

𝑌𝑡 = 	𝜕(ℎ𝑡,⟶ ℎ𝑡 ←)                                                                                      (3.2) 

Where the (ℎ𝑡 → and ℎ𝑡 ←) sequences are both coupled using a function. The 

function can be an average, concatenated, multiplication, or sum function. The 
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output of the BILSTM layer can be expressed as a vector, where Y = [y1, y2, 

yt], and yt is the value predicted for the well log at the following depth when 

employing BILSTM. Recently, several applications for neural networks based 

on the attention mechanism have yielded encouraging results. The BILSTM 

implicit state or the BILSTM state from the previous step is used by the 

attention approach in a BILSTM network to align with the cell state of the 

input at the current phase. Then, one assesses how closely each intermediate 

stage is related to the final state. It is advisable to stress vital information 

during the learning process while ignoring irrelevant aspects to increase the 

accuracy and effectiveness of forecasts. 

3. CNN-BILSTM-AT hybrid model: When the values of the logs along depth 

are viewed as ordered sequences, the BILSTM method transforms into an ideal 

method to construct synthetic well logging curves due to its capacity to capture 

information from a sequence of data but also propagate information from 

adjacent depths with depth-term dependencies. In the meantime, the proposed 

CNN-BILSTM  technique uses a hybrid architecture to extract the advantages 

of using a CNN and an attention mechanism. A CNN is used in one portion of 

this architecture to learn about the properties, and a two-layer RNN is employed 

in the other, together with an attention mechanism, to make feature selections. 

• Hybrid CNN-BILSTM: Character-level traits were modelled using CNN. In 

the past, (Santos et al., 2020) successfully extracted character-level features 

using CNNs. A convolution layer and a max layer were applied to each word 

to extract character-level properties. 
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• This study's tests, which involved both networks, used a real-world false news 

dataset and the proposed CNN-BILSTM network. The layered architecture of 

the current study’s deep neural network is depicted in Figure 3-9.  

 
Fig. 3-9 Analysis of models 

• This study’s design consists of two layers: a convolutional layer that executes 

operations based on matrix multiplications and an embedding layer that 

accepts a vector of 22169-word indices as input. The next step is to add a 

dropout layer to reduce overfitting. That idea is followed by a 1D 

convolutional layer with 32 filters, which is frequently used in NLP and binary 

classification tasks. Each filter creates a feature map in which the neurons 

triggered in a convolutional layer correspond to particular input word patterns: 

• Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) can be calculated very quickly and simply by 

comparing the input to the number 0. 
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• It additionally has a derivative that is either 0 or 1, depending on whether the 

input is negative or not. 

• The layer output will be sent to the max pooling layer. This layer uses a 

pooling process to calculate the highest, or most significant, value for each 

patch of each feature map. In order to determine whether the end result is 

clickbait or not, the CNN output will be passed to a BILSTM layer with 100 

neurons and a sigmoid activation function. 

 

3.6 Summary  

five algorithms were selected for detecting clickbait in 15,999 clickbait 

English headlines and 16,001 non-clickbait English headlines, and 5,000 real and 

5,000 Fake Kurdish news data. The data went through feature extraction, text 

classification and text processing procedures. Once completed, clickbait detection 

performance metrics in the form of accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score were 

applied. This was essential for determining which deep learning algorithm(s) 

demonstrate superior performance in clickbait detection for each language. 
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4.1 Introduction  

This chapter provides results established from the English and Kurdish 

clickbait detection models that were developed using LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU 

and hybrid CNN BILSTM algorithms. The English data set comprised 15,999 

clickbait headlines and 16,001 non-clickbait headlines while the Kurdish fake news 

detection was carried out using 5,000 Real Kurdish news headlines.  

Thus, by satisfying the above-listed research inquiries the study hopes to 

enhance understanding of the opportunities and challenges in detecting clickbait in 

both English and Kurdish languages. Consequently, this aids in designing algorithms 

that are highly effective in addressing clickbait problems and consequences. This 

chapter shows the results of the study’s algorithms and accuracy score of each 

algorithm. 

4.2 English Clickbait Detection Results 

The system aims to contextually categorize clickbait titles. word embeddings 

that are learned from scratch during the model training process are utilized in 

LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU and CNN BILSTM. The established results are 

presented in the subsequent sections.  

4.2.1 LSTM Results 

Foremost, the presented Table 4-1 results indicate that all the 3 LSTMs have 

a high accuracy rate of 99%. This is higher than the 98% accuracy rate achieved by 

(Gamage et al.’s, 2021) deep learning LSTM clickbait detection results. Therefore, 

this indicates that the LSTM models perform extremely well in identifying English 

clickbait. However, the Double-layer LSTM performed in terms of precision with a 

precision rate of 95% compared to the Single-layer LSTM and Triple-layer LSTM 

each with a precision rate of 94%. This implies that identifying positive instances 
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can be effectively achieved using the Double-layer LSTM compared to the Single-

layer LSTM and Triple-layer LSTM. 

Table 4-1 English LSTM detection performance results  

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
1 

LSTM One-Layer 99.0% 94.0% 96.0% 95.0% 
LSTM Two-Layer 99.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 
LSTM Three-Layer 99.0% 94.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

Drawing further, Table 4-1 also shows that the Single-layer LSTM and Triple-

layer LSTM are highly capable of capturing all relevant positive instances than the 

Double-layer LSTM. In support of this notion, the provided results show that the 

Single-layer LSTM, the Double-layer LSTM and Triple-layer LSTM have recall 

rates of 96%, 95% and 95%, respectively. Thus, it can be inferred that there is a 

consistent performance in terms of both identifying positive instances (precision) 

and capturing all relevant positive instances (recall). 

In overall, the applied LSTM models correctly classified English clickbait as 

evidenced by their high accuracy rate. Additionally, the applied LSTM models are 

capable of identifying positive instances accurately while minimizing false positives 

and negatives. However, considerable attention is drawn towards the Double-layer 

LSTM, which is highly effective in correctly identifying positive instances than the 

Single-layer and Triple-layer LSTMs. But all the relevant positive instances can be 

highly captured by the Single-layer and Triple-layer LSTMs.  

4.2.2 BILSTM Results  

Following the establishment of the first algorithm results, the study proceeded 

further to determine the performance of the LSTM algorithm. Using the provided 

Table 4-2 results, it can be noted that the three BILSTM layers are highly accurate 

in detecting clickbait as evidenced by their accuracy rates, which range from 99% to 
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99.6%. As a result, the BILSTM algorithm can be said to be highly accurate in 

correctly classifying clickbait instances. However, both model results are higher than 

the 98% accuracy rate established by (Dimpas, Po and Sabellano, 2017).  

Table 4-2 English BILSTM detection performance results 
 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 

 
2 

BILSTM One-Layer 99.0% 96.0% 94.0% 95.0% 
BILSTM Two-Layer 99.1% 95.0% 94.0% 95.0% 
BILSTM Three-Layer 99.6% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

 

Furthermore, it can be established from Table 4-2 that the BILSTM models 

can correctly identify clickbait instances as evidenced by their precision results that 

ranged from 95% to 96%. With recall rates ranging from 94% to 95%, the BILSTM 

models effectively captured several necessary clickbait instances. Lastly, consistent 

F1 scores of 95% were observed across the single, double and triple-layer BILSTM 

models. This shows that there was a good balance between precision and recall. 

In summary, the BILSTM model results denote that the model is highly 

capable of accurately classifying clickbait instances with a minimal number of 

misclassifications. However, attention is directed to the differences in the precision 

scores of the three models with the double and triple Layer BILSTM models having 

slightly lower precision rates of 95%. As a result, such findings may demand that 

measures be enacted to ensure that the selected configuration layer does not 

significantly affect the BILSTM’s overall performance in terms of accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1 score. Additionally, factors such as model complexity and 

computational resources can influence the decision to use a specific configuration 

layer. Hence, to make rational decisions about the BILSTM optimal configuration 

for clickbait detection, factors such as specific requirements and dataset 

characteristics may require immediate consideration. Nonetheless, further tests were 
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conducted to ascertain further the performance of existing algorithms in detecting 

English clickbait. To accomplish such a task, the next section analyses the CNN 

model results.   

4.2.3 CNN Results  

Concerning the CNN results, accuracy rates ranging from 98.9% to 99.1% 

were established. Hence, by implication, Table 4-3 results indicate that the single, 

double and triple Layer CNN models were highly accurate in correctly classifying 

English clickbait instances. The current study’s accuracy rates are higher than Zheng 

et al.’s (2018) accuracy rate of 78.18%. Furthermore, in terms of precision, the 

developed 3 CNN models ranked better than (Zheng et al.’s, 2018) precision rate of 

73.37%, which is lower than the established rates of 93%, 95% and 95%, 

respectively.  

Table 4-3 English CNN detection performance results 

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
3 

CNN One-Layer 98.9% 93.0% 96.0% 94.0% 
CNN Two-Layer 99.1% 95.0% 96.0% 95.0% 
CNN Three-Layer 99.1% 95.0% 96.0% 94.0% 

 

Concerning the models’ recall rates, the Single-layer CNN, the Double-layer 

CNN and Triple-layer CNN had recall rates of 96% each. This implies that the 

models effectively captured several necessary clickbait instances. Again, this is 

higher than a recall rate of 86.48% established by (Zheng et al.’s, 2018) in a related 

examination. Table 4-3 also shows that there was a good balance between precision 

and recall with the Single-layer CNN, the Double-layer CNN and Triple-layer CNN 

having F1 scores of 94%, 95% and 94%, respectively. 
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4.2.4 Hybrid CNN BILSTM Results  

As part of the study’s algorithm performance assessment, Hybrid CNN 

BILSTM examinations were also conducted on the 15,999 English clickbait 

headlines. All the 3 CNN BILSTM models were highly accurate in correctly 

classifying English clickbait instances. Supporting evidence presented in Table 4-4 

shows accuracy rates of 99.1% (the Single-layer CNN BILSTM), 98.9% (the 

Double-layer CNN BILSTM) and 98.9% (Triple-layer CNN BILSTM). The 

accompanying precision rates of 96% (the Single-layer CNN BILSTM), 91% (the 

Double-layer CNN BILSTM) and 95% (Triple-layer CNN BILSTM) were also 

observed. Related prior examinations achieved accuracy rates of 95% when machine 

learning methods for fake news detection were applied (Khan et al., 2019) and 96% 

within the context of Bangla fake news detection using hybrid deep learning models.  

Table 4-4 English hybrid CNN BILSTM detection performance results 

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
4 

CNN BILSTM One-Layer 99.1% 96.0% 94.0% 95.0% 
CNN BILSTM Two-Layer 98.9% 91.0% 98.0% 94.0% 
CNN BILSTM Three-Layer 98.9% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

 

Recall rates of 94% (the Single-layer CNN BILSTM), 98% (the Double-layer 

CNN BILSTM) and 95% (Triple-layer CNN BILSTM) were achieved. This denotes 

that the Single-layer CNN BILSTM model effectively captured several necessary 

clickbait instances than the Triple-layer CNN BILSTM and the Double-layer CNN 

BILSTM orderly. However, good balances between precision and recall were highly 

achieved through the application of the Single-layer CNN BILSTM algorithms.  
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4.2.5 GRU Results  

As part of the study’s algorithm performance assessment, GRU examinations 

were also conducted on the 15,999 English clickbait headlines. All the 3 GRU 

models were highly accurate in correctly classifying English clickbait instances. 

Supporting evidence presented in Table 4-5 shows accuracy rates of 93.1% (the 

Single-layer GRU), 94.5% (the Double-layer GRU) and 97.0% (Triple-layer GRU). 

The accompanying precision rates of 96% (the Single-layer GRU), 91% (the 

Double-layer GRU) and 95% (Triple-layer GRU) were also observed. Related prior 

examinations achieved accuracy rates of 95% when machine learning methods for 

fake news detection were applied (Khan et al., 2019) and 96% within the context of 

Bangla fake news detection using deep learning models.  

Table 4-5 English GRU detection performance results 

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
5 

GRU One-Layer 93.1% 96.0% 94.0% 95.0% 
GRU Two-Layer 94.5% 91.0% 98.0% 94.0% 
GRU Three-Layer 97.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 

 

Recall rates of 94% (the Single-layer GRU), 98% (the Double-layer GRU) 

and 95% (Triple-layer GRU) were achieved. This denotes that the Triple -layer GRU 

model effectively captured several necessary clickbait instances than the Single-

layer GRU and the Double-layer GRU orderly. However, good balances between 

precision and recall were highly achieved through the application of the Triple -layer 

GRU algorithms.  

 

4.2.6 Model Comparisons  

Following the established LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, CNN BILSTM and hybrid 

CNN BILSTM algorithms results, the findings infer that CNN BILSTM model with 
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pre-trained GloVe capture much more context. The findings also uncover that 

BILSTM models (accuracy=99.23%) outperform the CNN (accuracy=99.03%), 

LSTM (accuracy=99%) and Hybrid CNN BILSTM (accuracy=98.97%) algorithms 

in terms of accuracy. In comparison, both models applied in this study have higher 

accuracy rates compared to other related studies such as Gamage et al.’s (2021) deep 

learning LSTM results that achieved an accuracy rate of 98%. Similarly, when 

weighed in terms of precision, the current study’s findings revealed that BILSTM 

models (precision = 95.33%) outperforms the CNN (precision= 94.33%), LSTM 

(precision = 94.33%) and Hybrid CNN BILSTM (precision = 94.00%). Such 

findings are exceptionally higher than (Zheng et al.’s, 2018) precision rate of 

73.37%. Hence, such findings reinforce scientific efforts involving the application 

of machine learning classification methods, which have risen in prominence in 

identifying clickbait (Al-Sarem et al., 2021) (Pujahari and Sisodia, 2021). As such, 

the current study compares the Random Forest, Naïve Bayesian and other machine 

learning methods. Meanwhile, similar tasks can use a task-specific embedding that 

is trained and saved using large datasets. The datasets are then applied to new 

situations because of pre-trained word embeddings, which are another form of 

transfer learning.  

By comparing the algorithms in terms of highly capturing all relevant positive 

instances, the CNN model (recall=96%) outperforms the Hybrid CNN BILSTM 

(recall=95.66%), LSTM (recall = 95.33%) and BILSTM models (recall=94.33%). 

When analyzed in terms of establishing a good balance between precision and 

recall, LSTM (F1 score=95%) and BILSTM models (F1 score=95%) algorithms 

outperform the Hybrid CNN BILSTM (F1 score l=94.66%) and the CNN model (F1 

score=94.33%). Therefore, the study upholds that higher consistent performance in 

terms of both identifying positive instances (precision) and capturing all relevant 
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positive instances (recall) is effectively established when the LSTM and BILSTM 

algorithms are applied. 

Meanwhile, the embedding layer is the network’s initial layer and the ANN is 

created using the LSTM. As a result, the LSTM’s integration allows the network to 

meaningfully represent words by enhancing each token’s vector. Typical word 

choices like where, who and which are often used when the main phrase’s pronouns 

or subjects are to be referred to in an embedded clause. In certain cases, questions 

can be part of a statement and when a person is asked these types of questions, they 

are termed embedded questions and can be used to further discuss other questions. 

On the other hand, asking a question indirectly is polite. In contrast, embedded 

questions are worded the same as regular questions. Questions within a statement 

are punctuated the same as regular sentences. Instead of using a question mark, a 

particular inquiry's conclusion is indicated with a period.  

 

4.3 Kurdish Clickbait Detection Results 

As part of testing the performance of LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU and 

hybrid CNN BILSTM algorithms in detecting Kurdish fake news, 5,000 Real and 

5,000 Fake Kurdish news headlines were utilized. As a result, this section of the 

study presents the established performance results of the five algorithms as follows; 

4.3.1 LSTM Results 

Commencing with the LSTM, though high, the 3 LSTMs performed relatively 

lower than Gamage et al.’s (2021) deep learning LSTM clickbait detection results 

that achieved an accuracy rate of 99%. As such, the Double-layer LSTM 

outperformed the Single-layer LSTM and Triple-layer LSTM in terms of prediction 

accuracy with accuracy rates of 94.7%, 93.7% and 93% being achieved respectively. 
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Furthermore, similar findings are observable when comparisons are made with 

respect to the algorithms’ precision. That is, the Double-layer LSTM 

(precision=96.7%) identified positive instances in Kurdish headlines more 

effectively compared to the Single-layer LSTM and Triple-layer LSTM that 

registered precision rates of 92.9% and 90.9%, respectively as indicated in Table 4-

6.  

Table 4-6 Kurdish LSTM Detection Performance Results 

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
1 

LSTM One-Layer 93.0% 90.9% 95.5% 93.1% 
LSTM Two-Layer 94.7% 96.7% 92.4% 94.5% 
LSTM Three-Layer 93.7% 92.9% 94.5% 93.7% 

 

By using recall as the detection performance metric, the provided Table 4-6 

results show that the Single-layer LSTM (recall=95.5%) and the Triple-layer LSTM 

(recall=94.5%) are highly capable of capturing all relevant positive instances than 

the Double-layer LSTM (recall=92.4%). However, the Single-layer LSTM (F1 

score=94.5%) performs better in terms of a good balance between precision and 

recall. The Triple-layer LSTM ranks second with an F1 score of 93.7% followed by 

the Single-layer LSTM with an F1 score of 93.1%. Nonetheless, given the fact that 

both models’ F1 scores are above 93%, it can, therefore, be inferred that the LSTM 

algorithm or model achieves a higher consistent level of performance in terms of 

both identifying positive instances (precision) and capturing all relevant positive 

instances (recall) in Kurdish headlines. By using a similar approach that was applied 

in testing the algorithms’ performance in detecting clickbait in English headlines, 

LSTM was examined next.   
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4.3.2 BILSTM results  

After subsequent examinations that were carried out to test the performance 

of the BILSTM algorithm in detecting fake Kurdish news, lower accuracy rates of 

94.8% (Triple-layer BILSTM), 93.6% (Double-layer BILSTM) and 92.5% (Single-

layer BILSTM) were recorded. The established accuracy rates are lower than the 

98% accuracy rate established by (Dimpas, Po and Sabellano, 2017). However, the 

fact that such accuracy rates surpass the 90%-mark entails that the BILSTM 

algorithm or model is highly accurate in detecting clickbait in the Kurdish language. 

When analyzed in terms of precision, Table 4-7 shows that the Triple-layer BILSTM 

(precision=96.2%) correctly identified clickbait instances in the Kurdish language 

better than the Single-layer BILSTM (precision=92.9%) and the Double-layer 

BILSTM (precision=92.8%). Again, an accuracy of more than 90% entails that the 

overall performance of the BILSTM model is extremely high in terms of correctly 

identified clickbait instances in the Kurdish language.  

Table 4-7 Kurdish BILSTM detection performance results 
 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 

 
2 

BILSTM One-Layer 92.5% 92.9% 92.0% 92.4% 
BILSTM Two-Layer 93.6% 92.8% 94.5% 93.6% 
BILSTM Three-Layer 94.8% 96.2% 93.2% 94.6% 

 

With recall rates ranging from 92% to 94.5%, the study outlines that the 

Single-layer, Double-layer and Triple-later BILSTMs are highly capable of 

capturing all relevant positive instances in the Kurdish language. In that regard, the 

Double-layer LSTM (recall=94.5) ranks first followed by the Triple-layer LSTM 

(recall=93.2%) and the Single-layer BILSTM (recall=92%). 

Differences are observed when the F1 score metric is used to compare the 

three models’ performance. That is, the Triple-layer LSTM (F1 score=94.6%) 
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achieves a good balance between precision and recall compared to the Double-layer 

LSTM (F1 score=93.6%) and Single-layer LSTM (F1 score=92.4%). Nonetheless, 

given the fact that both models’ F1 scores are above 90%, the study upholds that the 

BILSTM algorithm or model achieves a higher consistent level of performance in 

terms of both identifying positive instances (precision) and capturing all relevant 

positive instances (recall) in Kurdish headlines.  

4.3.3 GRU  

After achieving higher clickbait detection performance results using the 

BILSTM model, the study proceeded further to examine the GRU’s performance 

using similar metrics. As presented in Table 4-8, the Single-layer GRU 

(accuracy=94.3%) and the Double-layer GRU (accuracy=94.3%) recorded higher 

levels of accuracy compared to the Triple-layer GRU (accuracy=93.2%). Despite, 

the fact that these accuracy rates are more than 90%, they are lower than the 98% 

accuracy rate established by (Dimpas, Po and Sabellano, 2017). This implies that the 

GRU encounters challenges that undermine its accuracy when used to detect Kurdish 

clickbait. However, this does not discount the fact that the high accuracy rate of the 

entire GRU model entails that the model is highly accurate in detecting clickbait in 

the Kurdish language.  

Table 4-8 Kurdish GRU detection performance results  

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
3 

GRU One-Layer 94.3% 94.7% 94.0% 94.4% 
GRU Two-Layer 94.3% 93.3% 95.8% 94.5% 
GRU Three-Layer 93.2% 91.4% 95.7% 93.5% 

 

The Single-layer GRU assumes a first position when analyzed in terms of 

precision with a precision rate of 94.7% compared to 93.3% and 91.4% achieved 

when the Double-layer GRU and the Triple-layer GRU are applied. Table 4-8 also 
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shows that the Double-layer GRU (recall=95.8%) followed by the Triple-layer GRU 

(recall=95.7%) and the Single-layer GRU (recall=94%) are highly capable of 

capturing all relevant positive instances in the Kurdish language. In terms of 

achieving a good balance between precision and recall, Double-layer GRU (F1 

score=94.5%) outperforms both the Triple-layer GRU (F1 score=93.5%) and the 

Single-layer GRU (F1 score=94.4%). 

4.3.4 CNN Results  

An assessment of algorithms in detecting clickbait in the Kurdish language 

was further carried out using the established CNN results. The single-layer CNN 

(accuracy=93.7%) and Triple-layer CNN (accuracy=93.7%) models outperformed 

the Double-layer CNN (accuracy=93.3%). Thus, Table 4-9 results indicate that 

attempts to correctly classify Kurdish clickbait instances are highly achievable when 

the Single-layer CNN is applied. Similarly, the same results also indicate that the 

Single-layer CNN (precision=93.9%) is effective in identifying positive instances in 

the Kurdish language compared to the Triple-layer CNN (precision=93.1%) and the 

Double-layer CNN (precision=91.3%).  

Table 4-9 Kurdish CNN detection performance results  

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
4 

CNN One-Layer 93.7% 93.9% 92.9% 93.4% 
CNN Two-Layer 93.3% 91.3% 95.2% 93.2% 
CNN Three-Layer 93.7% 93.1% 93.8% 93.5% 

 

Like the English CNN model, the Kurdish CNN model results have higher 

accuracy rates than (Zheng et al.’s, 2018) accuracy rate of 78.18%. The model layer 

interchangeably provides different results when their performance is compared in 

terms of recall and F1 scores. That is, the Double-layer CNN (recall=95.2%) 

outperforms the Triple-layer CNN (recall=93.8%) and the Single-layer CNN 
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(recall=92.9%). That is, Triple-layer CNN (F1 score=93.5%) outperforms 

outperforms the Single-layer CNN (F1 score=93.4%) and the Double-layer CNN 

(F1 score=93.2%). This implies that the Double-layer CNN model effectively 

captured several necessary clickbait instances compared to the Triple-layer CNN 

and the Single-layer CNN models. In addition, a good balance between precision 

and recall was effectively achieved by using the Triple-layer CNN as depicted in 

Table 4-9.  

4.3.5 Hybrid CNN BILSTM Results  

Having tested the other four the study proceeded to examine the performance 

of the hybrid CNN BILSTM model in detecting Kurdish clickbait. As such, Table 

4-10 denotes that the Triple-layer CNN BILSTM is highly preferable as evidenced 

by its high accuracy rate of 93.5%. Similarly, the Triple-layer CNN BILSTM gains 

huge favor in identifying positive instances in the Kurdish language (precision= 

92.7%). Further inferences drawn from Table 4-10 also show that using the Double-

layer CNN BILSTM enhances effectiveness in capturing all relevant positive 

instances in the Kurdish language (recall=96.4%). However, a good balance between 

precision and recall is effectively achieved by applying the Triple-layer CNN 

BILSTM (F1 score=93.6%) depicted in Table 4-10.  

Table 4-10 Kurdish hybrid CNN BILSTM detection performance results  

 Algorithm Layers Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 
 
5 

CNN BILSTM One-Layer 93.0% 92.1% 94.3% 93.4% 
CNN BILSTM Two-Layer 91.4% 87.8% 96.4% 91.9% 
CNN BILSTM Three-Layer 93.5% 92.7% 94.4% 93.6% 

 

In overall, all the performance metrics average around 90% and this suggests 

good performance in detecting clickbait in the Kurdish language. Having evaluated 

the performance of all five models, the next section of the study proceeds to compare 
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their performance in detecting clickbait in the Kurdish language. Such comparisons 

set a stage for effectively comparing both models’ performance in detecting clickbait 

in both English and Kurdish languages.  

4.3.6 Model Comparisons  

Following the application of the LSTM, BILSTM, GRU, CNN and hybrid 

CNN BILSTM algorithms in detecting fake Kurdish news, a decision was made to 

choose the best-performing algorithm. Performance-wise, the GRU ranks higher 

(accuracy=93.9%) than other the LSTM (accuracy=93.8%), BILSTM 

(accuracy=93.6%), CNN (accuracy=93.6%) and hybrid CNN BILSTM 

(accuracy=92.6%) algorithms. This entails that when it comes to extremely 

identifying well Kurdish clickbait, the GRU offers optimal detection results. Figure 

4-1 provides pictorial insights into the models’ accuracies.   

 

Fig. 4-1 Summary of the algorithms’ accuracy performance metric results  
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Significant achievements in accuracy rates are high when the Single-layer 

GRU and the Double-layer GRU are applied as evidenced by accuracy rates of 

93.8%. From this examination, the LSTM is recommended as the second-best 

alternative. Furthermore, the current study’s applied algorithms offer superior 

clickbait detection accuracy compared to other previous related examinations. For 

instance, (López-Sánchez et al., 2018) achieved an accuracy rate of 88.58% using 

the Naïve Bayes, 87.58% with logistic regression and 88.78% with SVM. As such, 

the current study recorded an accuracy rate of 90.65% using Logistic Regression, 

92.35% with SVM and 92.9% using the Naïve Bayes.  

Different inferences and decisions can be made when other detection 

performance metrics are put into consideration. For instance, by taking into 

consideration of the algorithms’ precision, the BILSTM offers superior detection 

precision (precision = 94%). The CNN ranks second (precision = 93.6%) followed 

by the LSTM (precision = 93.5%), the GRU (precision = 93.1%) and the hybrid 

CNN BILSTM. Given that both algorithms have precision rates that are higher than 

90%, it can be inferred that the algorithms correctly identified clickbait instances in 

the Kurdish language. 

Additional inferences concerning differences in the algorithms’ performance 

are established when recall rates are considered. That is, the GRU has a higher recall 

rate of 95.2%. This is higher than LSTM (recall rate = 94.1%), BILSTM (recall rate 

= 93.2%), CNN (recall rate = 92.8%) and hybrid CNN BILSTM (recall rate = 

90.9%). In this regard, the findings imply that the GRU is highly capable of capturing 

all relevant positive instances in the Kurdish language compared to other algorithms. 

Contributing to the GRU’s higher recall rates is the Double-layer GRU 

(recall=95.8%) followed by the Triple-layer GRU (recall=95.7%). When compared 
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to other studies, these recall rate performance metrics are higher than recall rates 

established in prior studies.  

Other differences in the algorithm’s clickbait detection performance can be 

established by applying the F1 score. Given the fact that both models’ F1 scores are 

above 90%, the study upholds that the GRU algorithm achieves a higher consistent 

level of performance in terms of both identifying positive instances (precision) and 

capturing all relevant positive instances (recall) in Kurdish headlines. Though 

relatively lower than that of the GRU algorithm (F1 score = 94.1%), F1 scores of 

93.8% (LSTM), 93.8% (BILSTM), 93.4% (CNN) and 93% (hybrid CNN BILSTM) 

were recorded. These scores are higher than F1 scores of 66% and 76% (Nadia and 

Iswanto, 2021) and 79% (Khater et al., 2019) ( Klairith and Tanachutiwat, 2018).  

In overall, with accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score performance metrics 

of more than 90% being recorded, the study therefore upholds that the applied 

LSTM, BILSTM, CNN, GRU and hybrid CNN BILSTM algorithms are effective in 

detecting clickbait in Kurdish languages.  

The accuracy, Val-accuracy and validation-loss of the LSTM model epochs 

are provided in Figures 4-2 to 4-6. According to Figures 4-2 to 4-6, the LSTM’s 

model’s accuracy exceeds the Val-accuracy, loss and Val-loss at epoch values of at 

least 0.5. The accuracy rate rises to 1 when the epoch value reaches. Hence, the 

LSTM can be said to be a higher performance, generalization capability and 

convergence of learning and predicting Clickbait in the Kurdish language.   
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Fig. 4-2 accuracy, Val-accuracy and 

validation-loss results for LSTM algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 4-3 accuracy, Val-accuracy and 

validation-loss results for CNN algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 4-4 accuracy, Val-accuracy and 

validation-loss results for GRU algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 4-5 accuracy, Val-accuracy and 

validation-loss results for BILSTM algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 4-6 accuracy, Val-accuracy and validation-loss results for CNN-BILSTM algorithm 
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4.4 Discussion 

Study discussions were made concerning observations made by the researcher 

during the data capturing, recording, training and model estimation processes. As 

such, these instances were compared and contrasted with existing studies on 

clickbait detection in English and Kurdish languages. The observed findings are 

discussed in the next section as follows: 

4.4.1 Cultural Nuances, Linguistic Patterns, And Language-Specific 

Characteristics Influencing Clickbait Detection 

Following the study’s second objective, cultural nuances, linguistic patterns, 

and language-specific characteristics that influence clickbait detection in English 

and Kurdish languages were identified. It is through the machine learning and model 

estimation process that these nuances, patterns and characteristics were identified. 

Additionally, existing knowledge on clickbait detection issues and challenges was 

applied to aid in determining the languages nuances, patterns and characteristics 

influencing clickbait detection in English and Kurdish languages.  

Commencing with cultural nuances, their influence on clickbait detection is 

observed through contextual relevance and sensitivity and taboos. It is vital to note 

that for both English and Kurdish headlines to appeal to specific cultural groups 

idiomatic expressions, symbols, and cultural references may be used in such 

instances. In support of this notion, (Palau-Sampio, 2016) contends that clickbait 

should have contextual relevance. Furthermore, (Lischka and Garz, 2021) believe 

that understanding the cultural context and whether the content aligns with the 

expectations and values of the target audience is necessary for detecting clickbait. 

Such is instrumental, especially if they are to effectively achieve higher click rates. 

Adding further are sensitivity and taboos. With reference to both English and 

Kurdish cultures, it is vital to note that both cultures have varying taboos and 
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sensitivities. This can be reinforced by Brady, (Crockett and Van Bavel’s, 2020) 

established ideas denoting that Clickbait headlines that violate or exploit people’s 

cultural norms are highly effective in eliciting attention and engagement. Hence, it 

can be inferred from these examinations that it is important to understand how 

certain topics might impact different cultural groups in order to detect clickbait. 

Concerning linguistic patterns’ influence on clickbait detection, three 

influences in the form of sensational language, wordplay and puns and localized 

keywords were identified in both English and Kurdish clickbait detection processes. 

The initial foundation upon which such examinations will be conducted is derived 

from (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis and Blackmer’s, 2016) study suggestions. That is, 

they opined that Clickbait headlines tend to use sensational or exaggerated language 

to capture people’s attention (Biyani, Tsioutsiouliklis and Blackmer, 2016). 

However, it is critical to note that such linguistic patterns can vary across cultures 

and languages. Hence, detecting clickbait requires identifying linguistic features 

such as emotional triggers, superlatives, and hyperbole that are specific to Kurdish 

and English languages. This also includes Localized keywords, Wordplay and puns 

as clickbait often incorporate localized phrases or keywords and employ clever puns 

or wordplay to pique curiosity. Hence, understanding the specific phrases or 

keywords used in clickbait and recognizing linguistic patterns related to wordplay 

can help in detecting clickbait.  

Concerning language-specific characteristics, the study upholds that sentence 

structure, grammar and syntax, and tone and style influence the construction of 

clickbait. Such established are highly sidelined in previous examinations such as 

machine learning models (Ahmad et al., 2020), distributed learning (Altheneyan and 

Alhadlaq, 2023), and multivariate time series (Bianchi et al., 2019). However, 

similarities were observed in (Bronakowski, Al-Khassaweneh and Al Bataineh, 
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2023) contemporary examination entitled, “Automatic detection of clickbait 

headlines using semantic analysis and machine learning techniques”. Amid such 

discoveries, the current study upholds that English and Kurdish languages have 

different sentence structures. These structures tend to influence how clickbait 

headlines are constructed and detected. Therefore, the ability to analyze such 

language-specific sentence patterns plays an important role in identifying typical 

English and Kurdish clickbait structures and their deviations. Along similar lines, 

specific syntactic or grammatical language features can be exploited by clickbait 

headlines to create suspense or intrigue. Therefore, it can be easier to spot clickbait 

if you are aware of language-specific syntactic constructions and grammar rules. 

Different languages have distinct styles and tones and this affects how clickbait is 

delivered and detected. Therefore, a language's formal or informal registers, for 

example, can be used to help discern between authentic content and clickbait. 

Therefore, understanding the cultural norms, linguistic patterns, and language-

specific traits of the target audience is crucial to spotting clickbait across linguistic 

and cultural boundaries. By including these elements in their algorithms, machine 

learning models trained on varied datasets that cover a range of languages and 

cultural contexts might increase clickbait detection precision. 

4.4.2 Improvements to Clickbait Detection in Terms of Strengths and 
Limitations of Each Algorithm 

The fifth research objective was to suggest improvements to clickbait 

detection in both English and Kurdish language, in terms of the strengths and 

limitations of each algorithm. In light of the provided strengths and weaknesses of 

the LSTM, solutions were developed to improve the LSTM’s performance when 

detecting clickbait in English and Kurdish languages.  
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4.3.3 Deep Learning Algorithm Performance and Effective Approach for 

Clickbait Detection  

The third research objective was to develop and implement LSTM, BILSTM, 

CNN, GRU, and hybrid CNN BILSTM models for clickbait detection in English and 

Kurdish languages. It is upon the satisfaction of this objective that the study 

proceeded to achieve the fourth research objective. That is, to train and evaluate the 

performance of each deep learning algorithm using a large dataset of clickbait and 

non-clickbait headlines in English and Kurdish languages. Consequently, this will 

help in identifying the most effective approach for clickbait detection in each 

language. This is based on the precision, recall, F1 score, and computational 

efficiency of each algorithm.  

Foremost, following the current study’s establishments, the BILSTM 

algorithm ranks the most effective in detecting clickbait in English with an accuracy 

rate of 99.23%, 95.33% precision, 94.33% recall rate and an F1 score of 95%. 

Contributing to the algorithm’s accuracy are single-layer, double-layer and triple 

Layer BILSTM accuracy rates of 99%, 99.1% and 99.6%. This implies that the 

BILSTM algorithm can be said to be highly accurate in correctly classifying 

clickbait instances.  

Both model results are higher than (Dimpas, Po and Sabellano’s, 2017) 

established accuracy rate the of 98% as well as the CNN (accuracy=99.03%), LSTM 

(accuracy=99%) and Hybrid CNN BILSTM (accuracy=98.97%) algorithms as 

shown in Figure 4-7. Therefore, it can be inferred that the BILSTM models perform 

extremely well in identifying English clickbait.  
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Fig. 4.7 Models Accuracy 

Secondly, the detection performance results demonstrated that the GRU 

algorithm performs better than other algorithms at detecting clickbait in the Kurdish 

language. It has an accuracy rate of 93.93%, 93.13% precision, 95.17% recall rate 

and 94.13% F1 score. With a precision of 95.33%, the BILSTM model correctly 

identified clickbait instances in the English language than the GRU, which had a 

precision rate of precision, 95.17%. However, the GRU has a higher recall rate of 

95.17%, which exceeds the BILSTM’s recall rate of 94.33%. This implies the GRU 

is highly effective in capturing all relevant positive instances in Kurdish compared 

to the BILSTM captured English clickbait results. The BILSTM (F1 score=95%) 

model also establishes a good balance between precision and recall than the GRU 

model (F1 score=94.13%).  

When compared with other related models, the study’s BILSTM achieves a 

higher accuracy rate of 99.23% in detecting clickbait in English. This is higher than 
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the Kurdish model’s accuracy rate of 93.6% and (Dimpas, Po and Sabellano’s, 2017) 

accuracy rate of 98%. Meanwhile, the current study’s LSTM model exhibits a high 

accuracy rate of 99%, which is higher than the 94% established by (Chakraborty et 

al., 2017) and 98% by (Gamage et al., 2021). However, the same model performs 

relatively lower than these studies when used in detecting clickbait in Kurdish with 

an accuracy rate of 94%. This entails that the LSTM model should be used in 

detecting clickbait in English than in Kurdish as it performs extremely well in 

identifying English clickbait. 

Table 4-11 The model accuracy in this study is compared with the results obtained by other authors 

With different dataset 
 Observed accuracy values  

Current study (Chakrab
orty et al, 

2017) 

(Ahmad 
et al., 
2016) 

(Gamag
e et 

al.’s, 
2021) 

(Dimpas
, Po and 
Sabella

no, 
2017) 

(Zheng et 
al.’s, 2018)  English Kurdish 

No. Model        
1 LSTM 99.00% 93.8% 94%  98%   
2 BILSTM 99.23% 93.6%    98%  
3 GRU - 93.93%      
4 CNN 99.03% 93.57%     78.18% 
5 Hybrid CNN BILSTM 98.97% 92.6%      
6 RCNN + GRU   97%     
7 SVM   97% 93%    
8 BERT    98%    
9 PNN    92%    
10 NBC    92%    
11 LR    97%    

 

The study’s algorithm results in detecting clickbait in English are higher than 

other established algorithm results such as (Chakraborty et al.’s, 2017) RCNN + 

GRU and SVM accuracy results of 97% each. Similar inferences can also be drawn 

when other models such as (Ahmad et al.’s, 2016) BERT (accuracy rate=98%), PNN 

(accuracy rate=92%), PNN (accuracy rate=92%), NBC (accuracy rate=92%) and LR 
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(accuracy rate=97%) results. The algorithms performed better in detecting clickbait 

in Kurdish when compared to (Zheng et al.’s, 2018) CNN results that exhibited an 

accuracy rate of 78.18% as shown in Table 4-16. Further insight into how the current 

study’s results compare with similar work is provided in Table 4-17.  

Table 4-12 Comparison of the study’s results with similar work 

Author Approach Feature 
selection 

techniques 

Models Used Dataset Results 

(Chakraborty, 
Paranjape 

and Kakarla, 
2017) 

The suggested 
method combines 
metric learning and 
deep learning 
techniques, coupled 
with Case-Based 
Reasoning. 

TF-IDF, n-gram, 
300 dimensional 
Word2vec. 

CBR + 
CNN 

The author used 
(Chakraborty, 
Paranjape and 
Kakarla, 2016) 

dataset, which has 
32,000 headlines 

(clickbait and non-
clickbait). 

Using TF-IDF, Word2vec 
and n-gram count, the 
suggested method 
obtained 0.994, 0.95, and 
0.90 average area under 
the ROC curve. 

(Agrawal, 
2016) 

To detect clickbait, a 
convolution neural 
network-based 
approach is 
developed. 

Click-Word2vec, 
Click-scratch. 

CNN Created their own 
corpus from social 
media platforms. 

Click-scratch has an 89% 
accuracy rate with a 0.87 
ROC-AUC score; Click-
Word2vec has a 90% 
accuracy rate with a 0.90 
ROC-AUC score. 

(Zheng et 
al.’s, 2018) 

Create a browser 
plugin to identify 
clickbait headlines 
automatically. 

Sentence 
Structure, 
Clickbait 
Language, Word 
patterns and n-
gram features. 

SVM, 
Decision 
Tree, 
Random 
Forest 

Collected 30,000 
English headlines 
(clickbait and non-

clickbait) from 
different websites. 

SVM achieved a 93% 
accuracy rate with 0.95 
precision, 0.90 recall, 0.93 
F1-score, and 0.97 ROC-
AUC values; Decision 
Tree achieved a 90% 
accuracy rate with 0.91 
precision, 0.89 recall, 0.90 
F1-score, and 0.90 ROC-
AUC values; and Random 
Forest achieved a 92% 
accuracy rate with 0.94 
precision, 0.91 recall, 0.92 
F1-score, and 0.97 ROC-
AUC values using all 
extracted features. 

(Azad et al, 
2021) 

Used machine 
learning 
classification 
algorithms. 

TF-IDF. Naïve 
Bayes, 
SVM, 
Decision 
Tree, 
Random 
Forest, 
Logistic 
Regression 

10,000 headlines 
comprising 5,000 

clickbait and 5,000 
non-clickbait. 

Naïve Bayes-88.58% 
accuracy rate, with 0.88 
precision,0.88 recall,0.88 
F1-score.SVM-88.71% 
accuracy rate, with 0.88 
precision, 0.88 recall,0.88 
F1-score. Decision Tree-
80.44% accuracy rate, with 
0.80 precision, 0.80 
recall,0.80 F1-s. 
RandomForest-86.34% 
accuracy rate, with 0.86 
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precision, 0.86 recall,0.86 
F1-s. LogisticRegression-
87.58% accuracy rate, with 
0.87 precision, 0.87 
recall,0.87 F1-s 

The current 
study’s 
proposed 
approach 

The proposed 
approach uses deep 
learning algorithms. 

Keras Tokenizer 
text to sequence, 
TF-IDF. 

LSTM, 
BILSTM, 
CNN, CNN 
BILSTM 

10,000 news 
headlines were 
collected in the 

Kurdish language 
5,000 clickbait 

(fake), and 5,000 
non-clickbait(real). 

Our proposed system's 
accuracy is LSTM-93.65% 
accuracy rate, with 0.96 
precision,0.93 recall, and 
0.94 F1-score. BILSTM 
94.75% accuracy rate, with 
0.92 precision, 0.94 recall, 
0.93 F1-score. CNN 
93.65% accuracy rate, with 
0.93 precision,0.93 
recall,0.93 F1-score. CNN 
BILSTM 93.45% accuracy 
rate, with 0.92 
precision,0.94 recall, 0.93 
F1-score. 

 

 

 

4.4 Summary of Findings  

At this stage, the study has successfully answered all the proposed research 

inquiries. Consequently, it has been reached that understanding the language-

specific traits, linguistic patterns, and cultural norms of the target audience is crucial 

to spotting clickbait across English and Kurdish linguistic and cultural boundaries. 

The model configuration and implementation involved a comprehensive data 

preprocessing step, including text cleaning, tokenization, and labeling. Word 

embeddings were employed, utilizing custom -trained Word embeddings for English 

and custom-trained embeddings for Kurdish. The BILSTM algorithm for English 

exhibited a high accuracy rate of 99.23%, with benefits such as language-agnostic 

architecture and effective handling of long-term dependencies. Challenges included 

overfitting and hyperparameter tuning. For the BILSTM algorithm, a hidden layer 

with 100 units and a sigmoid activation function were used.  
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The GRU algorithm, preferred for Kurdish, achieved a 93.93% accuracy rate, 

showcasing benefits like language-agnostic architecture and computational 

efficiency. Challenges included obtaining sufficient labeled data and addressing 

interpretability issues, lack of parallelization, vanishing/exploding gradients, and 

limited long-term dependency modeling problems. For the GRU algorithm, a hidden 

layer with 100 units and a sigmoid activation function were utilized. The study 

provides valuable insights into the intricacies of clickbait detection across diverse 

languages and highlights the importance of tailoring models to language-specific 

characteristics. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORD 

5.1 Conclusion 

The study’s main emphasis was to evaluate the performance Clickbait 

Detection Through Deep Learning and Language-specific Analysis in English and 

Kurdish. we have investigated the detection of clickbait headlines in both English 

and Kurdish languages using various deep learning algorithms, including LSTM, 

BILSTM, CNN, GRU and CNN BILSTM. The primary objective of this research 

was to develop effective and accurate clickbait detection models capable of handling 

the nuances and linguistic differences in both languages. 

 

Throughout the study, we collected and curated a substantial dataset of clickbait and 

non-clickbait headlines from diverse sources in English and Kurdish languages. This 

dataset served as the foundation for training, validating, and testing our models. We 

preprocessed the data by tokenizing, converting to lowercase, and removing stop 

words and special characters to improve the performance of the algorithms. 

 

Other notable conclusions drawn from this chapter are highlighted as follows: 

 

• The BILSTM algorithm ranked the best in detecting clickbait in English 

(accuracy=99.23%, precision=95.33%, recall=94.33% and F1 score=95%). 

The CNN algorithm was ranked second (accuracy=99.03%, 

precision=94.33%, recall=96% and F1 score=94.33%). Third was the LSTM 

algorithm (accuracy=99%, precision=94.33%, recall=95.33% and F1 

score=95%) and last was the hybrid CNN BILSTM (accuracy=98.96%, 

precision=94%, recall=95.67% and F1 score=94.67%).  
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• By selecting the BILSTM algorithm in detecting clickbait in English benefits 

such as language-agnostic architecture, generalization ability, language 

modelling, handling long-term dependencies and capturing contextual 

information are conceivable. However, in dealing with its overfitting and 

hyperparameter tuning, the need for sufficient labelled data, difficulty in 

interpretability, limited parallelization and computational complexity 

problems is instrumental if better performance results are to be achieved. 

• Concerning the detection of clickbait in Kurdish, the GRU algorithm performs 

better than other algorithms. It has an accuracy rate of 93.93%, 93.13% 

precision, 95.17% recall rate and 94.13% F1 score. LSTM ranks second 

(accuracy=93.8%, precision=93.5%, recall=94.13% and F1 score=93.77%). 

The BILSTM ranked third with an accuracy of 99.23%, 95.33% precision, 

94.33% recall rate and an F1 score of 95%. CNN fourth with an accuracy of 

93.57%, 92.77% precision, 93.97% recall rate and an F1 score of 93.37%. 

Lastly, the hybrid CNN BILSTM ranked fifth with an accuracy of 92.3%, 

90.87% precision, 95.03% recall rate and an F1 score of 92.97%. 

• By selecting the GRU algorithm in detecting clickbait in Kurdish, benefits 

such as language-agnostic architecture, handling variable-length inputs, 

generalization ability, computational efficiency, and capturing sequential 

information are conceivable. However, dealing with its need for sufficient 

labelled data, difficulty in interpretability, lack of parallelization, 

vanishing/exploding gradients, and limited long-term dependency modelling 

problems is instrumental if better performance results are to be achieved. 

• Concerning clickbait detection performance metrics, accuracy, precision, 

recall and F1 scores vary significantly between each algorithm’s single, 

double and triple layers.  
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The study contributes to the field of natural language processing by 

investigating the detection of clickbait in Kurdish and English. This study addresses 

the need for effective methods for detecting clickbait content automatically, to 

facilitate user experiences and prevent the spread of false information. 

5.2 Future Works 

The present study focused on detecting clickbait headlines using deep learning 

algorithms, specifically exploring LSTM, BILSTM, GRU, and CNN, CNN-

BILSTM architectures. While the findings provide valuable insights into the 

performance of these models in the context of Kurdish and English languages, 

several areas warrant further investigation to enhance the scope and applicability of 

clickbait detection approaches. In this section, we outline potential future directions 

and feature work for advancing clickbait detection research: 

1- Applying GAN or TGAN for Text Generation: Consider applying 

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) or Text GAN for text generation. 

Train a GAN model on the clickbait headlines to generate synthetic 

clickbait-like headlines. Combining real and synthetic clickbait headlines 

during training may improve the model's ability to identify subtle patterns 

and distinguish clickbait from legitimate content effectively. 

2- Applying Transfer Learning to Clickbait Detection: Utilize transfer 

learning from large-scale language models like GPT-3 or BERT pretrained 

on vast corpora. Fine-tune these models on the clickbait detection task with 

a small amount of labeled data. Transfer learning from such models can 

significantly boost performance, especially when dealing with limited 

labeled data. 
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3- Addressing Sample Bias and Generalizability: As noted during the 

study, the dataset's limited representation of clickbait headlines in Kurdish 

and English may introduce sample bias, affecting the generalizability of 

the models' performance. Future research should focus on collecting a 

more diverse and balanced dataset, encompassing clickbait headlines from 

multiple sources, languages, genres, and domains. Techniques such as data 

augmentation and cross-lingual transfer learning can contribute to a richer 

dataset and improve the models' ability to detect clickbait across different 

linguistic contexts. 

4- Explainable AI and Human Evaluation: Considering the importance of 

understanding model decisions, incorporating explainable AI techniques 

will provide valuable insights into the linguistic patterns and features 

contributing to clickbait classification. Moreover, conducting user studies 

and obtaining feedback from human users will allow for a comprehensive 

evaluation of the models' alignment with human judgments and user 

expectations. 

5- Real-world Deployment Considerations: To ensure the practical 

applicability of clickbait detection approaches, it is essential to address 

challenges related to real-world deployment. Evaluating the computational 

efficiency and scalability of the models will help identify feasible solutions 

for integrating clickbait detection into online platforms and content 

management systems. 
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The LSTM algorithm’s strengths, limitations and solutions 

No.  Strengths Limitations Solution  
1 Feature extraction: 

By eliminating the requirement for laborious 
feature engineering, LSTMs automatically 
retrieve pertinent features from the input data. 
This has the distinct benefit of capturing both 
explicit and implicit linguistic patterns 
indicative of clickbait, which is helpful in 
clickbait detection. 

Overfitting:  
LSTM algorithms can overfit 
models, especially when the 
model is too complex or few 
data observations are 
available. 

Regularize the LSTM model 
by using strategies like 
dropout, which disables a 
section of the LSTM units at 
random during training to 
avoid over-dependence on 
particular characteristics. 

2 Learning contextual representations: 
Contextual representations of words and 
phrases within a sequence can be learned by 
LSTMs. This skill aids in capturing the subtle 
semantic meaning and contextual cues that are 
crucial for clickbait detection. LSTMs can 
better distinguish between clickbait and non-
clickbait content by understanding the 
situations where words are used. 

Imbalanced datasets: 
There is always a mismatch 
between the number of 
clickbait and non-clickbait 
data, which can affect the 
LSTM’s performance.  

To resolve class imbalance, 
use data balancing approaches 
like undersampling the 
majority class, oversampling 
the minority class or 
combining both. In this study, 
class imbalance was not a 
concern as our dataset is 
already balanced 

3 Handling variable-length input: 
The length of clickbait headlines can change 
and LSTM networks can handle cycles of 
various sizes. Because of their adaptability, 
LSTMs can handle clickbait material with a 
range of several words and can manage 
various clickbait headline structures. 

Out-of-vocabulary words: 
It can be challenging to catch 
certain word embeddings that 
are absent from the trained 
clickbait headline data set. 
Their significance and context 
may not be captured by the 
LSTM. 

To handle terms outside 
lexicons, use methods like sub 
word tokenization or 
character-level tokenization. 

4 Capturing sequential patterns:  
Long-range dependencies and sequential 
patterns in text data are captured by LSTMs. 
Subtle linguistic clues and patterns that are 
dispersed across several phrases or words are 
frequently used in clickbait headlines. Since 
they can effectively simulate these 
dependencies, LSTMs are useful for 
identifying clickbait. 

Language complexities:  
The linguistic structures and 
traits of the English and 
Kurdish languages are 
different from one another. 
These linguistic intricacies 
may not be captured by the 
LSTM. 

When training the LSTM 
model, take into account 
linguistic elements that are 
language-specific, like 
semantic, syntax and 
morphology principles. Use 
pre-trained language 
embeddings or models to 
capture certain language 
details.  

5  
 
- 

Unavailability of data: 
To learn and generalize the 
data in English and Kurdish, 
the LSTM may need many 
labelled training data. 

The collection and annotation 
of a sizable, high-quality 
dataset for clickbait 
recognition in English and 
Kurdish. 

Source: Compiled by the Researcher based on empirical deductions.  
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The BILSTM algorithm’s strengths, limitations and solutions 

No.  Strengths Limitations Solution  
1 Language-agnostic architecture:  

The BILSTM algorithm can be used to 
perform clickbait detection tasks in several 
languages because it is language-
independent. BILSTM can successfully 
identify nuances and language-specific 
features that identify clickbait headlines by 
training on language-specific clickbait 
detection datasets in English and Kurdish. 

Overfitting and hyperparameter 
tuning:  
BILSTM models can overfit, 
particularly when working with scant 
amounts of labelled data. 

To prevent overfitting, 
appropriate regularization 
methods like dropout or L2 
regularization should be used. 
Finding the right BILSTM 
model configuration also 
requires tweaking the 
hyperparameters, including 
regularization parameters, batch 
size, learning rate, and LSTM 
units. 

2 Generalization ability:  
BILSTM has demonstrated strong 
generalization capabilities, enabling it to 
efficiently learn from little labelled data. It 
may identify underlying trends and 
extrapolate them to hypothetical clickbait 
instances. When clickbait detection datasets 
are tiny or there are insufficient resources for 
detailed labelling, this strength can be quite 
helpful. 

Need for sufficient labelled data:  
For efficient training and 
generalization, BILSTM needs a 
sizable amount of labelled data, just 
like any machine learning model. It 
might be difficult to gather a 
comprehensive, interesting, and 
representative clickbait detection 
dataset that is unique to English and 
Kurdish. 

To ensure adequate coverage of 
clickbait traits, efforts should be 
undertaken to curate or enhance 
the dataset. 

3 Capturing contextual information: 
By taking into account both past and future 
words in a sequence, BILSTM can 
efficiently capture contextual information in 
clickbait headlines. The model can 
comprehend the relationships between words 
in a headline and produce more accurate 
predictions thanks to the use of forward and 
backward LSTM layers. These layers detect 
dependencies in both directions. 

Difficulty in interpretability:  
Similar to other deep learning models, 
BILSTM models can be difficult to 
comprehend. With BILSTM alone, it 
can be challenging to comprehend 
which particular words or phrases 
contribute to the clickbait detection 
choice. 

To learn more about the process 
of making choices for the 
model, additional analysis 
approaches may be used. These 
can include gradient-based 
attribution methods and 
attention mechanisms. 

4 Language modelling:  
BILSTM models learn complex linguistic 
representations when trained on extensive 
language modelling challenges. Clickbait 
detection can be done using general language 
patterns that the model has learned. Clickbait 
can be identified with this pre-training. 

Limited parallelization:  
BILSTM's sequential design makes it 
difficult to utilize parallel computing 
resources to their full potential. Due to 
the bidirectional nature of the model, 
parallelism is limited. The training 
period and inference speed may be 
slower than models that can be 
parallelized, like CNNs. 

Investigate semi-supervised 
learning techniques that mix a 
smaller labelled dataset with a 
larger unlabeled dataset. Adding 
unlabeled data to the model can 
enhance its performance. 
Furthermore, active learning 
techniques can be used to 
choose the most instructive 
samples for manual labelling, 
minimizing labelling work 
while enhancing the model's 
performance. 

5 Handling long-term dependencies: 
The exploding/vanishing gradient problem 
can be reduced and long-term dependencies 
in sequential data can be efficiently modelled 
using LSTM, a version of the RNN. This is 
especially helpful for detecting clickbait 
since it enables the model to catch semantic 
dependencies and relationships between 
phrases or words that are dispersed 
throughout a headline. 

Computational complexity:  
When compared to more 
straightforward models like 
conventional machine learning 
algorithms or logistic regression, 
BILSTM models are computationally 
more expensive.  

Source: Compiled by the Researcher based on empirical deductions.  
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The GRU algorithm’s strengths, limitations and solutions 

No.  Strengths Limitations Solution  
1 Language-agnostic architecture:  

The GRU algorithm can be used to 
perform clickbait detection tasks in 
several languages because it is 
language-independent. GRU can 
successfully capture language-specific 
patterns and subtleties that differentiate 
clickbait headlines by training it on 
datasets for clickbait identification in 
English and Kurdish. 

Need for sufficient labelled data: 
For efficient training and 
generalization, GRU needs a lot of 
labelled data, just like any machine 
learning model. It might be difficult 
to gather a comprehensive, 
interesting, and representative 
clickbait detection dataset unique to 
English and Kurdish. To ensure 
adequate coverage of clickbait traits, 
efforts should be undertaken to 
curate or enhance the dataset. 

Explore more advanced 
architectures designed to 
address the limitations of 
traditional RNNs. For 
example, you can investigate 
the effectiveness of using the 
GRU with additional 
mechanisms like attention or 
residual connections. 

2 Handling variable-length inputs:  
GRU handles variable-length inputs, 
such as clickbait headlines with varying 
word counts. It can process headlines of 
different lengths without additional 
preprocessing steps like padding or 
truncation. This flexibility makes GRU 
suitable for clickbait detection in 
languages where headlines vary in 
length, such as English and Kurdish. 

Difficulty in interpretability: 
Similar to other deep learning 
models, interpreting the decision-
making process of GRU can be 
challenging. Understanding which 
specific words or phrases contribute 
to the clickbait detection decision 
can be difficult with GRU alone.  

Use interpretation methods 
like layer-wise relevance 
propagation (LRP) or 
attention mechanisms to 
obtain an understanding of 
the GRU model's decision-
making process. 

3 Generalization ability:  
GRU has demonstrated strong 
generalization capabilities, enabling it to 
efficiently learn from scant-labelled 
data. It may identify underlying trends 
and extrapolate them to hypothetical 
clickbait instances. When clickbait 
detection datasets are limited or 
resources are insufficient for detailed 
labelling, this strength can be quite 
helpful. 

Lack of parallelization:  
RNNs, including GRU, are 
sequential by design, which restricts 
how much parallel processing they 
can do. To fully utilize parallel 
computing resources, each timestep 
in the sequence depends on the 
previous timestep. Compared to 
parallelizable models like CNNs, 
this can slow down the training and 
inference processes. 

To make the most of parallel 
computing resources, 
consider adopting methods 
like mini-batching and 
improving model 
implementation. Training 
and inference procedures can 
be sped up, lessening the 
effect of the GRU 
algorithm's sequential 
nature. This is done by 
processing numerous 
sequences concurrently, 
either on a single GPU or 
across multiple GPUs. 

4 Computational efficiency:  
The GRU has a simpler architecture and 
fewer parameters than its sibling, the 
LSTM. Because of this, GRU is more 
quickly trainable and computationally 
efficient, especially for large-scale 
clickbait detection tasks. It uses 
comparatively fewer computational 
resources to process sequential data. 

Vanishing/exploding gradients: 
RNNs like GRU may experience 
exploding or vanishing gradients 
during training. These problems may 
make it more difficult for the model 
to recognize and learn from 
meaningful patterns in the data. 
These issues can be reduced by 
employing methods like gradient 
clipping or more sophisticated 
designs (such as LSTM). 

To keep the gradients from 
getting too big or 
disappearing entirely during 
training, use gradient 
clipping techniques. 
Gradient clipping reduces 
the gradients' magnitude and 
aids in maintaining training 
stability. 

Source: Compiled by the Researcher based on empirical deductions.  
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The CNN algorithm’s strengths, limitations and solutions 

No.  Strengths Limitations Solution  
1 Feature hierarchies:  

Multiple layers are frequently featured 
in CNN architectures, enabling them to 
learn hierarchical representations of 
features. Deeper layers capture more 
complicated data, such as word or 
phrase pairings. CNNs can comprehend 
the compositional structure of clickbait 
headlines and identify higher-level 
patterns thanks to this hierarchical 
feature learning. 

Language-specific challenges:  
Despite the fact that CNNs' 
architecture is language-neutral, they 
could still have trouble detecting 
clickbait in some languages. Kurdish is 
one example of a language that may 
have particular cultural nuances, 
idiomatic expressions or linguistic 
characteristics that should be carefully 
taken into account while training 
models. It can be difficult to gather 
adequate and representative training 
data for languages other than English. 

Collect and manage 
datasets that are language-
specific for Kurdish 
clickbait identification, 
concentrating on headlines 
from pertinent sources. 
This guarantees that the 
model is exposed to 
linguistic nuances and 
characteristics that are 
language-specific.  

2 Scalability:  
CNNs are effective at processing 
massive datasets because of their 
computational efficiency. With minimal 
computing overhead, they can perform 
clickbait detection jobs requiring 
substantial amounts of textual data, 
including English and Kurdish 
languages. Dealing with large-scale 
clickbait detection applications benefits 
from its scalability. 

Lack of interpretability:  
Since CNNs are "black-box" models, it 
might be difficult to understand how 
they make decisions. It may be 
challenging to comprehend how 
various traits or patterns affect 
clickbait detection when using CNNs. 
More clarity in comprehending the 
logic behind clickbait detection may be 
provided by interpretable models like 
decision trees or rule-based algorithms. 

 
To determine which 
characteristics or elements 
of the input contribute to 
the clickbait detection 
judgment, use model 
interpretation techniques 
like attention mechanisms 
or gradient-based 
attribution methods  

3 Translation invariance: 
 Because CNNs are fundamentally 
translation-invariant, they can recognize 
patterns wherever they appear in the 
input. This trait enables CNNs, 
regardless of their position, to collect 
significant language clues and patterns 
within clickbait headlines. It renders 
CNNs resistant to changes in the order 
of phrases or words, which helps 
clickbait detection across linguistic 
boundaries. 

Fixed-size input:  
The length of the clickbait headline 
needs to be set or preprocessed to a 
certain length because CNNs often 
want fixed-size inputs. It may be 
necessary to use supplementary 
preprocessing procedures like 
truncation or padding when dealing 
with headlines with variable word 
counts. This fixed-size input restriction 
may hinder CNN's ability to accurately 
process clickbait headlines of various 
lengths. 

Make clickbait headlines 
shorter by preprocessing 
them with padding and 
truncation techniques. 
While truncation shortens 
larger headlines to the 
required length, padding 
adds dummy tokens to 
shorter headlines to ensure 
consistent input size. CNN 
can handle variable-length 
inputs thanks to these 
preprocessing processes. 

4 Local feature extraction:  
Applying convolutional filters to input 
data allows CNNs to extract local 
features. CNNs can recognize particular 
patterns, such as phrases or words 
typical of clickbait headlines, in the 
context of clickbait detection. CNNs can 
distinguish between clickbait and non-
clickbait information efficiently by 
knowing various regional 
characteristics. 

Limited sequential information: 
CNNs may have trouble catching long-
range relationships and repeated 
patterns because they are focused on 
capturing local features. Due to CNNs' 
limited ability to handle sequential 
information, detecting clickbait 
requires comprehending the context 
and relationships between words in a 
headline. Sequential dependencies may 
be better captured with LSTMs or other 
RNN versions. 

Combine CNNs with 
RNNs like GRU or LSTM 
to detect both close-
proximity relationships 
and distant features. This 
hybrid architecture uses 
CNN's local feature 
extraction capabilities to 
efficiently capture 
sequential patterns in 
clickbait headlines. 

Source: Compiled by the Researcher based on empirical deductions.  
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The Hybrid CNN BILSTM algorithm’s strengths, limitations and solutions 

No.  Strengths Limitations Solution  
1 Robustness to input length:  

The Hybrid CNN BILSTM can analyze 
clickbait headlines of various lengths 
accurately since the BILSTM 
component of the model can handle 
variable-length inputs. When working 
with headlines with different word 
counts, this flexibility is especially 
useful. 

Hyperparameter tuning:  
Numerous hyperparameters in the 
Hybrid CNN BILSTM architecture 
require careful tuning. To get the 
best performance, parameters 
including regularization strategies, 
learning rates, LSTM hidden units, 
kernel sizes, and filter sizes should 
be tuned systematically. 

Using methods such as 
random search and random 
search or, hyperparameter 
tuning. Evaluate various 
combinations of 
hyperparameters, such as 
regularization strategies, 
learning rates, LSTM hidden 
units, kernel sizes, and filter 
sizes. 

2 Long-term dependency modelling:  
By processing the input sequence both 
forward and backwards, the Hybrid 
CNN BILSTM component may 
efficiently capture long-range 
relationships. This improves the model's 
comprehension of the clickbait content 
by allowing it to gather contextual 
information and relationships between 
phrases or words in a headline. 

Interpretability challenges: 
Hybrid CNN BILSTM models' 
interpretability may be constrained, 
just like with other deep learning 
models. It may be difficult to 
comprehend the precise traits or 
trends that influence clickbait 
detection choices. Gaining 
knowledge about the model's 
decision-making process may call 
for the use of additional 
interpretability techniques and tools. 

Apply model interpretation 
methods to understand the 
decision-making of the 
Hybrid CNN BILSTM. 
Approaches like gradient-
based attribution methods 
might draw attention to key 
elements or areas of the input 
that affect the choice to 
identify clickbait. 

3 Hierarchical feature learning:  
The Hybrid CNN BILSTM's CNN 
component is capable of learning 
hierarchical feature representations. It 
gradually captures higher-level features 
in deeper levels after capturing low-
level features in the first few layers. The 
model is assisted in comprehending the 
compositional structure of clickbait 
headlines by this hierarchical learning of 
features, which enables it to identify 
intricate patterns. 

Need for large training data:  
In order to learn well, hybrid CNN 
BILSTM models frequently need a 
lot of labelled training data. It can be 
difficult to gather a substantial and 
varied clickbait detection dataset for 
English and Kurdish. To guarantee 
the availability of a representative 
dataset for training the model, data 
collecting and annotation efforts 
should be made. 

Use approaches for data 
augmentation to expand the 
clickbait detection dataset. 
This can involve methods 
like creating artificial 
clickbait examples, back-
translation or random word 
substitution based on 
linguistic peculiarities. 
 
 

4 Language-specific adaptability:  
The Hybrid CNN BILSTM may easily 
adjust to the peculiarities and qualities 
of several languages. The model may 
learn to recognize cultural nuances, 
colloquial idioms and language-specific 
patterns that are suggestive of clickbait 
by training on language-specific 
datasets in English and Kurdish. The 
Hybrid CNN BILSTM is flexible 
enough to be used for clickbait detection 
across many languages. 

Computational complexity: 
More computing is required to run 
the Hybrid CNN BILSTM 
architecture than standalone CNN or 
BILSTM models. In comparison to 
simpler models, training and 
inference with the Hybrid CNN 
BILSTM may take more time and 
computer resources. To 
accommodate the rising complexity, 
there needs to be a sufficient 
computing system. 

Accelerate the training and 
inference of the Hybrid CNN 
BILSTM model by using 
Graphics Processing Units 
(GPUs) or distributed 
computing frameworks.  

Source: Compiled by the Researcher based on empirical deductions



 

  



 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 ھتخوپ
 ھب تیھب کیلک یەوھنیزۆد ۆب ھ1ووق یرامەد یڕۆت یادھئ یندناگنھس1ھھ ھکەوھنیژ*وت یجنامائ

 یاتاد رازھھ ١٠ ،یدروک ینامز ھب تیھبکیلک یندرکیراید ۆب .یدروک و یزیلگنیئ یناکھنامز

 ھم*ئ .ەوھنارکۆک ەوھییدروک ی1اوھھ یناکەرۆجوارۆج ھمرۆفتلاپ ھل یدروک ی1اوھھ یتھباب

 نھیلاھل ھک ،ووبتاھک*پ یزیلگنیئ یڕ*درھس رازھھ ٣٢ ھل ھک ان*ھراکھب نامکھیاتاد ھ1ھمۆک

 یھگریب یادھئ ،ھنازاب*ڕ ەرۆج مھئ یھگ*ڕ ھل .ووبارک یتشرھپرھس ەوھییترۆبارکاچ

نھیاخژ*رد ینھیاختروک  (LSTM) ییھتسارائ وود ینھیاخژ*رد ینھیاختروک یرەوەریب ،  

(BILSTM) چ*پواچ*پ یرامەد یڕۆت ،  (CNN) رادەزاورەد یەوھنووبەرابوود یھکھی ،  (GRU) ، 

 یناکھکینکھت ییھتسارائ وود یژ*رد ڵھگھل چ*پواچ*پ یرامەد یڕۆت ھل کھیھ1ھک*ت و

نھیاختروک یھگریب تیھبکیلک یندرکیراید  (CNN BILSTM) و یزیلگنیئ ینامز وودرھھ ۆب 

 یناکھتھبیات ھییدنھمتھبیات ھل نتشیھگ*ت ھک تسخنایرەد ناکەوھنیزۆد .اردن*گنھس1ھھ یدروک

 ۆب ھگنرگ رۆز ناکەرادجنامائ یرووتلوک یناکھمرۆن و ناکھییناوھنامز ەزاو*ش ،نامز

 .ادیدروک و یزیلگنیئ یرووتلوک و یناوھنامز یروونس ھل تیھبکیلک یندرکناشینتسەد

 نیرترھگیراک کەو ییھتسارائ وود ینھیاخژ*رد ینھیاختروک یھگریب یھکھمتیرۆگلھئ

 ،%99.23 ینیبدرو یەژ*ڕ ھب ،یزیلگنیئ ینامز ھب تیھبکیلک یندرکیراید ھل ھیھھ یدنھبزیڕ

یەرمن و ،ەوھنان*ھریب یەژ*ڕ %94.33 ،ینیبدرو 95.33%  F1 95%. یھکھمتیرۆگلھئ 

 یەوھنیزۆد ھل تاکەدراک رتشاب رت یناکھمتیرۆگلھئ ھل رادەزاورەد یەوەووبەرابوود یھکھی

 %95.17 ،ینیبدرو %93.13 ،%93.93 ینیبدرو یەژ*ڕ ھب ،یدروک ینامز ھب تیھبکیلک

یەرمن %94.13 و ،ەوھنان*ھریب یەژ*ڕ  F1. یرامەد یڕۆت ینان*ھراکھب ھکەوھنیژ*وت 

 ادتیھبکیلک یندرکیراید یەو*چراوچ ھل ڵووق ینووبر*ف یناکەزاو*ش و ەوەووبەرابوود

 ناکھییسناون ەرادانام ھییدنھمتھبیات ھب ناکھیقەد اتاد یەوھندرکیش ھل نایناکاناوت ،ەوھتاکەدژ*رد

 درو ینامز یەژامائ ینترگ ھل نرھگیراک ھناکینکھت مھئ ھک یەوھئ ینادناشین ھب .تادەد ناشین



 

 
 

 ینامز یس*سۆرپ یرتناوارف یراوب ھل ت*برادشھب ت*ناوتەد ھمھئ ،ندرکن*لۆپ یناکھکرھئ ۆب
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 و ڵووق ینووبرRف یھگRڕ ھل تیھبکیلک یەوھنیزۆد یەوھندرکزرھب

یدروک و یزیلگنیئ ینامز ھب تھبیات درکتسەد یکەریز  
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